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"BT HER WOMANLY GRACES, as well as
her studious habits and patient struggles, she has
won the undivided esteem of the entire profession.
They have got through laughing at her. She can
defend herself. She anticipated frequent occasions
to do so when she commenced going into court.
But she has rarely met frowns or sneers. She is
overflowing with life and humor and is quick at
repartee. An opposing attorney once suggested to
her in open court that she had better be at home
raising her children. She replied: 'A woman had
better be in almost any business than raising such
men as you.
Said of CLARA SHORTRIDGE FOLTZ and excerpted
from History of the Bench and Bar of California
by Oscar T. Shuck, Los Angeles: Commercial
Printing House, 1901., p. 830.
THE TONY PATINO FELLOWSHIP
In memory of the late Antenor Patirio, Jr., a Hastings
student who died December 26, 1973, his mother, Mrs.
Francesca Turner, has established the Tony Patifio
Fellowship. This fellowship, the largest donation so far
ever received by Hastings College of the Law, is based on
Tony's often expressed desire to help his fellow students.
At this moment it amounts to over half a million dollars
and is expected to reach within the next three years a full
million.
The Fellowship is unique among all similar in-
stitutions at other law schools and universities in that it
provides for educational and living expenses of each
recipient in the amount of $5,000.00 per year. If the
Fellowship holder should require child care for his or her
children (six months to three years) such care can be
provided through the Antenor Patiiio, Jr., Endowment
Fund.
A further important feature of the Fellowship, which
gives it a unique character, is the method and criteria of
selection of the recipients. It is the conviction of the
donor that a proper legal education should not only be
the study of the law, but should also be an influence in
developing a sensitivity to the needs of society.
Therefore, the Fellowship is interested in helping ap-
plicants whose personal and academic history shows
initiative, motivation and good citizenship. This is to be
evidenced by participation in organizations or programs
that study and contribute to the solution of a wide range
of societal problems.
An important point for the consideration of the
Screening and Selection Committees will be whether
applicants, have demonstrated qualities of leadership
and are inquisitive and concerned about the world
around them. This is stressed by the donor in the hope
that the financial support from the Fellowship will give
recipients the opportunity to engage in activities in areas
of their own interest related to the needs of society, in
addition to their actual legal studies.
On the basis of performance the Fellowship will be
renewed each year. After receiving two renewals of the
Fellowship and obtaining the Juris Doctor degree, the
recipient will be known as a "Tony Patifio Fellow."
The Screening Committee will consist of five persons,
three of them appointees of the Dean of Hastings College
of the Law and two named by "The Friends" of the Tony
Patiiio Fellowship. They are Vice-Dean William J.
Riegger, Assistant Dean of Student Affairs, Jane
Peterson, Professor Jerome Hall, Elliott Witt, and
Rosemary Gauthier. Mr. Witt is Executive Finance
Officer of MCA, Inc. and Ms. Gauthier is a prominent
Los Angeles attorney.
Also consisting of five persons, the Selection Com-
mittee includes former Supreme Court Justice and
Hastings Professor Arthur J. Goldberg as Honorary
Chairman; former California Supreme Court Justice Ray
Sullivan (ret.) who will be on the Hastings Faculty next
year; Judge Arthur Alacorn from the Los Angeles
Superior Court, and Albert Dorskind, Executive in
charge of Real Estate Development, MCA, Inc. The fifth
member will be selected by these four already appointed
members.
Strong support for the future growth of the Tony
Patiiio Fellowship will come from the "Friends of the
Fellowship." They are being recruited from leaders in
the industrial and entertainment world. Their main
function will be to assure financial strength and steady
growth of the Fellowship to ensure the realization of Mrs.
Francesca Turner's and Tony Patifio's dream of making
the benefits of the Fellowship available to an increasing
number of Hastings students.
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ATTORNEYS AT WORK
by Myrl J. Northway
Renee Rubin '63 has pursued a varied and successful
legal career in her 14 years following graduation,
meanwhile achieving a number of interesting "firsts."
She was the first woman appointed to the faculty of
Hastings College of the Law, the first woman to chair a
section of the State Bar of California and currently chairs
its Legal Services Section, and the first woman elected to
the Board of Governors of the prestigious Com-
monwealth Club of California where she now chairs its
Executive Committee. For the past four years she has
been a Judicial Staff Attorney at the Court of Appeal,
First Appellate District, where she often works closely
with Justice A. Frank Bray '10, the most active "retired"
justice in California. Her first two years following
graduation from Hastings were spent as extraordinary
writ clerk on the same court. She also served as Chief
Consulting Attorney for the State Bar of California on
the Judicare Planning Project.
For five years Ms. Rubin was in charge of the
Hastings Moot Court Program, also serving full time on
the faculty teaching all sections of Legal Research and
Writing as well as a seminar in Legal Drafting. It was
during her directorship of the Moot Court Board
members, commensurate with credit given to Law
Journal editors.
In addition to the activities already mentioned, Ms.
Rubin is on the Board of the San Francisco Bay Area
U. S.O., a past member of the Board of Governors of the
Hastings Alumni Association, a past director of the Bar
Association of San Francisco, and a past president of
Queen's Bench, meanwhile maintaining her reserve
status with the Air Force in which she holds the rank of
Colonel.
When Carolyn Phillips '75 chose the town of Rodeo
as the locale for her one-person law office, she was
warned that due to the conservative nature of the town
and its provincialism, she would have a slow start in the
legal profession, especially as she is a woman. The op-
posite has been the case. Collaborating with her
husband, a contractor, she has remodeled a hardware
store into attractive law offices. The twelve foot ceiling of
the reception area has been lowered to eight feet by a
carosel type of design. She has used the Old West as her
motif in furnishings. There is space for a large law
library and for a research assistant. Already she is ex-
periencing the pressure of a high volume of legal
business, finds that male clients rely on her and recently
has received an appointment to the Planning Com-
mission of Contra Costa County.
Renee Rubin and Justice A. Frank Bray
Carolyn Phillips
From the time she was very young she decided to
become a lawyer and also to go into politics. Her
determination remained during some years of post-
ponement of this goal during which time her two sons,
now aged 14 and 11 were born, and she recovered from
Hodgkins disease. With her legal profession progressing
well and her first political appointment now a reality,
Carolyn is planning to serve the community in which she
has lived since the age of ten. She feels that the Planning
Commission has a great opportunity to both preserve the
natural beauty, especially of the Caruinez Straits area,
and allow for more growth of both industry and homes.
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When Helen Culiner graduated in 1969 from
Hastings, in her class of approximately 300 students
there were four other women, including Vivian Wilson,
now on the Hastings faculty, whereas today's classes are
almost twice as large and one-third of the students are
women. When she consulted the Placement Office at
Hastings regarding a job, Helen was told it was difficult
to get even a first interview for a woman graduate. Now,
some eight years later, she is a sole practitioner, has
handled cases on her own against some of the large law
firms, and feels confident that judges and juries listen as
attentively to her in the courtroom as they do to the male
attorneys. The sex discrimination that was rampant at
the time she entered practice has somewhat diminished,
and she would encourage other women graduates of
Hastings to do as she did - strike out on her own.
Helen learned her way around the San Francisco
legal community during her three years of association
with Melvin Belli. He entrusted her with some important
cases, and she had courtroom success right from the
beginning. When she decided three years later to become
a sole practitioner she felt confident to handle her own
practice.
A source of satisfaction to Helen is a recent judgment
she obtained against a large San Francisco insurance
company, defended by an equally large law firm, on a sex
discrimination matter. A few years ago her name was
featured in the newspaper accounts as attorney for
owners of horses in Contra Costa County in a suit against
a company which she was able to prove poisoned the
horses by its industrial gas emissions. Another one of her
more unusual cases was in connection with the licensing
of a dog handler. Her practice is varied with an emphasis
on personal injury and sex discrimination. In fact, her
practice has grown to such an extent that she has recently
employed a Hastings graduate as an associate in her
office, Carl E. Hayes '76.
While at Hastings, Helen was a Participant on the
Law Journal. Her note on the proposed commuter tax
was published in Volume 20. She feels her education at
Hastings was excellent and speaks warmly of the faculty
members, many of whom are still valued friends. She
entered Hastings after her daughter was grown. Her
doctor husband was supportive of her legal ambition,
and they still commute together from Sausalito to San
Francisco. Not long ago she leased a floor in an older
commercial building in the financial district, has
completely redecorated it, and in addition to its func-
tional aspects she has used Oriental rugs and antiques to
relieve the austerity of the usual office.
Sandra Blair '73 practices in close proximity to her
alma mater, her office being within three blocks of the
College. She finds there are advantages to the location,
being within walking distance of all the Courts and also
the libraries at Hastings and City Hall. Her partner is
Camile E. LeGrand, a Boalt Hall graduate whom Sandra
met while both were teaching associates at Boalt Hall.
Helen Culiner
Within three years their practice has already flourished
to the point that they haven't time to do all their own
research.
In addition to her private practice Sandra is an
Adjunct member of the Hastings faculty, teaching in
tandem with Amanda Hawes a course in Sex
Discrimination during Spring Semester. Teaching has
been a part of her life for some time, having taught
before she entered Hastings and then for a year following
graduation she taught at Boalt Hall as an Associate in
Legal Research and Writing. While at Hastings, Sandra
was a member of the Law Journal for two years and her
article was published. However, she does not subscribe to
the "publish or perish" philosophy, and after her ex-
perience of teaching at Boalt she knew that she wanted a
more active career in the law in addition to teaching.
Sandra Blair
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Her practice is strictly civil, but except for that
qualification it is extremely varied. With a general
emphasis on women, she does counseling on all aspects
of business litigation, not only sex discriminatory
problems, but contracts, financial planning, etc.
primarily to women who are in business for themselves.
Also involved are personal injury, torts, child custody,
wills and estate planning.
Although extremely busy, Sandra makes it a point to
take time for activities in various organizations, such as
Bay Area Lawyers for the Arts, Bar Association Lawyer
Referral Service, and La Casa Police Committee, a
project to ensure enforcement of restraining orders which
are put into police computers so neither police nor
spouses can plead ignorance to existing restraining
orders. In general, she feels women need to be educated
about such laws as Penal Code Section 166.4 which
makes it a misdemeanor to violate a court order and
various aspects of EEOC. Her pre-law school sociological
background prompts her to want to write about changes
in family laws reflecting changes in society's attitudes,
and as she is flexible she may take time to write in the
future in addition to doing more of her own research,
which she enjoys. Not quite four years out of law school,
Sandra has found the practice she and her partner
established for themselves growing very rapidly. Both of
them were Bay Area residents, so they went into practice
knowing a lot of people in the area.
Carolyn M. Farren, Class of 1970, is Director of
Legal Studies Program at Lone Mountain College in San
Francisco. Keeping her ties with Hastings, Carolyn is an
Instructor in the Hastings Legal Research and Writing
Program and also is a member of the Board of Directors
of the Hastings Child Care Center, where her daughter is
enrolled.
Carolyn and her husband, Martin Kresse, also a 1970
graduate, first practiced law for three years in Santa
Maria upon graduating from Hastings. The combination
for Carolyn of her experience in trying cases, becoming
at ease in a courtroom and handling all phases of a
private law practice plus the teaching and administering
of the Legal Studies Program produce a career that adds
up to a happy life.
Carolyn M. Farren
While at Hastings, Carolyn was a Participant on the
Law Journal during her second year and had her note
published, the topic of which she well remembers -
"Forced Dedications in California." During her third
year she was the Journal's Book Review Editor. When
asked about the value of Law Journal experience, she
remarked that she advises her students to try for Law
Journal when they ask. But she admits that it was a very
time-consuming experience, especially as while she was
at Hastings there was no required first year Legal
Research and Writing Program. She feels that even with
today's course scheduling the Law Journal experience is
invaluable, particularly when handling legal issues which
require any sort of complicated legal analysis or
reasoning. Naturally, the Law Journal also helps when
job hunting.
The Legal Studies Program at Lone Mountain,
directed by Carolyn, received ABA approval status in
1975 with an evaluation report that stated, "The
program in and of itself was one of the most unique in
the country, in that it offered the master's degree with
instruction at an extremely high level." Students who
complete the program are placed as Legal Assistants
with various types of law offices and agencies, and the
placement of these graduates has been at the rate of
about one hundred percent.
Although happy to continue her teaching and ad-
ministering of the Lone Mountain Program, Carolyn
does not rule out at some future time returning to full law
practice. She takes cases on a pro bono basis from time
to time and still feels at ease in the courtroom as a trial
attorney. Although her husband is in practice in San
Francisco she has kept her own practice separate from
his.
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Clara Foltz Society of
Women Law Students
by Diane Wilson'77
These projects have dealt with a broad range of
issues. For example, to help correct the imbalance in the
male-female ratio on the Hastings faculty, a number of
CFS members formed an Affirmative Action Committee
to look into the school's employment policies. The
Committee's goal was to urge Hastings to actively recruit
qualified women for faculty positions. Toward this end,
the committee met on several occasions with members of
the faculty and administration, and hosted a reception
last spring for women in the legal community interested
in teaching on either the regular or adjunct faculty.
Perhaps as a result of these efforts, Hastings this year
boasts four women on its regular faculty as visiting
professors.
Formerly designated the Hastings Women's Union,
the Clara Foltz Society of Women Law Students is a
loosely-knit organization of Hastings women concerned
with feminist issues confronting women in the world at
large and in the legal community in particular. Mem-
bership in the group is open to all interested women at
Hastings and the goal of the Society is to provide an
encouraging and supportive resource for "women in
law." Preferring to maintain a more informal structure
than is commonly found in organizations, the CFS
conducts its business through a self-selected steering
committee which coordinates projects, schedules
meetings and handles communication. The substantive
work of the group, however, is accomplished primarily
by means of task forces organized around specific
projects.
Another active CFS committee has been the Em-
ployment Committee, which has set as its responsibility
the researching of employment opportunities for women
in the legal field. The committee has sponsored panels of
attorneys and other legal workers to offer a much-needed
opportunity for Hastings students to meet with and
question people in the profession. Generally well-
attended and informative, these programs have provided
considerable insight into the mechanics of searching out
jobs, the types of positions available and the prospects
for self-employment.
Other CFS projects have included a Program
Committee, which has arranged panel presentations on
specialized areas of law, such as criminal law and family
law. In addition, each year the CFS assists with orien-
tation for incoming first year students. During
registration the Society provides a "coffee room" on the
mezzanine for students to gather for refreshments, in-
formal discussion of courses, professors and schedules,
and a chance to meet with their new classmates. This
year, as part of this orientation effort, the CFS also
presented mini-lectures for all students on "Coping with
Law School," offering advice on how to brief cases,
where to buy books and which study aids to use.
Along with its project work, the CFS has sought to
bring an element of fun and cooperation into law school.
Potlucks, picnics and rap groups have been primary
instruments in this endeavor. As a break in an otherwise
long week of study, the Society recently held two
showings at Hastings of a 1933 film starring Katharine
Hepburn as an early feminist editor and writer. To mark
International Women's Day, the CFS in March
presented a documentary on the life and poetry of Alta,
as well as sponsoring a presentation on the issue of rape
by the San Francisco Women Against Rape. But perhaps
the premier event in the attempt to humanize the law
school environment is Clara Foltz Day, held in early
spring to celebrate the life of the Society's namesake.
This year, the second annual observation of Clara Foltz
Day will include women's music and poetry, a videotape
demonstrating Clara's continuing relevance to Hastings
students, and the sale of tee-shirts with Clara's picture
on them. The shirts, popular among both women and
men, are sold to help finance the Society's activities.
CFS Members
cr--.)
And just who was Clara Foltz?
Clara Shortridge Foltz was a feminist, suffragist,
attorney, reformer, and editor and publisher. She was
also the first female student ever admitted to Hastings
College of the Law-but only after a legal battle.
She came to California from the midwest in 1874,
and shortly thereafter decided to undertake a legal
career. At that time, law schools were not major training
grounds for prospective lawyers-rather, would-be
attorneys studied in the offices of lawyers until they could
pass the bar examination. Clara obtained a place in a law
office in San Jose. She realized, however, that her studies
might well be wasted because the California Code of Civil
Procedure provided that only white male citizens of the
state could be admitted to the bar. To remedy the
situation, Clara wrote an amendment to the Code
providing that any resident of the state possessing the
necessary qualifications could become a member of the
bar. Known as the Woman Lawyer's Bill, the amend-
ment was passed by the state legislature in 1878,
following a strenuous lobbying effort by Clara and other
concerned women. In September of 1878, Clara became
the first woman to be admitted to the California bar.
In October of 1878, Clara applied for admission to
Hastings in the belief that formal legal education would
enable her to better serve her clients. She started classes
on January 9, 1879. On January 10, the Hastings Board
of Directors passed a resolution that women not be
admitted to Hastings. Undaunted, Clara joined forces
with Laura de Force Gordon, another competent woman
whose application had been rejected by the board, to
apply to the courts for a writ of mandamus to compel the
school to admit women. Clara herself argued their case
to a successful conclusion in District Court, and when
the board appealed the case to the supreme court, she
again represented herself and prevailed. Thus, in
November of 1879, she began her studies at Hastings,
where she remained for two years "until (her) increasing
practice and increasing family made further attendance
difficult."
Clara's other accomplishments are too munerous to
present in full. Among other things, she founded, edited
and published a daily newspaper and a monthly
magazine. She was active in penal reform movements-
for example, she wrote and promoted the Foltz Defender
Bill which proposed a public defender system (adopted in
California in 1921) and she drafted and procured
passage of the act that created the parole system in
California. As an active suffragist, she was principal
proponent of the suffrage amendment adopted in
California in 1911. In 1930, at the age of 81, she ran for
governor of California and a women's rights platform.
It was in that supportive spirit and in recognition of
Clara's many achievements that Hastings women chose
to name their organization for her. Efforts to follow in
her footsteps are continuing.
Throughout her long carreer, Clara encouraged the
entrance of more women into the legal profession,
teaching young women in her law offices and establishing
women lawyers' clubs in San Francisco and Los Angeles.
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THE MAKING OF
A LAW CENTER
by Cheryl Popp
For Hastings to evolve from a small affiliate of the
University of California, to an attainment of national
eminence in legal education, is an achievement in which
all of its alumni may take justifiable pride. Hastings
College of the Law, first law school in the West, second
largest in the nation, is ranked as one of the top twenty
law schools in the nation today.
But the story is only beginning. As renowned as
Hastings has become, it aspires to be even better. For all
of its accomplishments, Hastings still has its most
challenging and exciting period ahead - construction of
the Community Legal Center, a multi-faceted, urban
legal facility that will be a model of educational ex-
cellence; a facility for the practical application of
academic theory; a resource center for the legal
profession, and a legal service center for the community.
U.C. Hastings has reached the point in its
development where physical expansion is imperative to
assure its continued high performance, and leadership in
legal education and research. While buildings in
themselves do not guarantee quality education, they do
reflect, in this project, a tangible commitment to
educational advancement. With the new Law Center, our
physical facilities will be brought to a level com-
mensurate with our tremendous intellectual resources.
In recent months, great progress had been made
towards realizing our goals. After much conscientious
deliberation and study, Hastings has at last designed and
developed a workable plan for the Center - things are
happening.
Initial donations have enabled us to retain the ar-
chitectural firm of Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, which
is progressing with preliminary sketches; title to the last
three parcels of land on the proposed site should be
secured by mid-year; an Environmental Impact Report
has been published and a public hearing slated. Actual
work on the site may begin as early as September, if
adequate funding is available.
Approximately $32 million is required to complete
the entire Law Center. Some governmental aid is ex-
pected, but it is estimated we will need at least $20
million from the private sector. Thus far $700,000 has
been received in advance gifts and pledges for the Law
Center project from private sources. An estimated $2
million more must be secured this year for the project to
continue in schedule.
There is just so much money available for the state's
educational needs; many areas are left uncovered
because there are not enough funds. State expenditures
per year per student at Hastings are substantially below
those at other University of California law schools.
Despite increased enrollment over the years, Hastings
has kept a low financial profile, and has still maintained
its high standards.
Associate Dean McGuire addressing student forum.
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For Hastings, the financial constraints placed on the
school as the State has more demands on its resources,
have produced some good. The situation has created an
obvious challenge and an opportunity to build a better
future. Hastings has been reevaluating itself, its
responsibilities and its needs. This has been an exacting
but exciting task. In the final analysis, Hastings, as it
moves forward, must look to private support to provide
the dollars which will make the vital difference.
Rather than approach this task in a haphazard
manner - the U. C. Hastings Law Center Foundation is
coordinating and integrating existing fundraising
programs with new ones. "The Law Center project
should serve as a catalyst - it should activate all
members of the Hastings community. All the various
entities within the Hastings' family, while continuing to
carry on their individual programs, should unite and
work towards our common goal," Executive Director of
the Law Center Foundation, Wally McGuire, Aoted at
the recent Board of Governor's meeting in Sacramento.
"And that goal is to develop an outstanding law school
which will enrich students and community alike.
Coordinating our efforts will assure better results for all
involved. The alumni - and all other within the
Hastings Community - stand to benefit from this
project ... their interest and support will make the Law
Center a reality."
The Foundation is in the process of developing a
long-range fundraising plan for support from all levels.
Government grants (federal, state and local) are being
investigated; private foundation grant proposals are
being drafted; law firms, corporations, civic groups and
private individuals will be involved. Annual and deferred
giving programs are being developed; 1066 and alumni
programs will hopefully be expanded. The College has
recognized the "Students for Law Center Support"
organization which seeks to actively involve current
students and their parents. The group has already met
on several occasions and designed programs for student
participation.
An active, enthusiastic lead on the part of the
Hastings "Family" - faculty, administrators, alumni,
1066, students and parents - will generate momentum
for the project in other sectors, and indicate the school's
commitment.
Another one of the Foundation's objectives is
working with the Development Office to promote and
expand communications between students, faculty,
alumni and administrators at Hastings, and the general
public; to improve Hastings' public image. "The law
school, though highly lauded, has not received the
recognition due an institution of its caliber," Mr.
McGuire commented. "The Development and Foun-
dation Offices have every intention of remedying this
situation; we hope to let people know about Hastings.
Internal communication will improve as well: we want to
keep everyone fully informed as the project progresses."
The future ability to solve today's problems is the
responsibility of an educational institution in a position
of national leadership such as Hastings. Already,
Hastings is pioneering in many frontiers to serve law and
society. Combining thought and deed in a manner that is
worthy of both recognition and respect, Hastings has
become a place of greatness - a platform on which to
stand while reaching higher. As an institution's scope
expands as Hastings has, there comes a time to elevate
the platform, to raise its sights and improve - it is an
exciting undertaking. Hastings' aspirations are not an
expense, but rather in investment. Support for Hastings
eventually enriches the community at large as well as the
Hastings Community from which it came.
If the past is but a prologue to the future, Hastings
will continue to play a vital role in man's struggle toward
social justice and intellectual integrity, but not without a
renewed commitment to truth and scholastic excellence.
In large measure this means a dedicated effort to con-
struct the Community Legal Center.
Any thoughts alumni may have regarding the Law
Center are eagerly sought by the Foundation/
Development Office Staffs at 305 Golden Gate 557-3571.
Coordinating activity at the U.C. Hastings Law
Center Foundation is Executive Director Walter (Wally)
McGuire - Hastings '71 - who is working closely with
Dean Marvin J. Anderson and the law Center Foun-
dation Board of Trustees.
Mr. McGuire is well qualified for organizing and
instigating such a massive project, having established a
reputation for getting things done. With only twelve days
left before the Oregon primary, Wally was called in to
organize Jerry Brown's Presidential Campaign in the
state. Despite the scarcity of time and money, he
mobilized 2,400 volunteers and Brown was able to
capture 25% of the vote in Oregon - more than any
other write-in candidate for national office has ever
received. "Johnny" Apple of the New York Times, one of
the most respected political writers in the country, called
the campaign "the most sophisticated in recent
presidential primary history."
Wally went on to manage Brown's national advance
office and most recently had been asked by the White
House to advance President Carter when he travels out of
Washington, D. C.
Prior to joining us at Hastings, Wally served in the
Lt. Governor's Office as Chief of Staff, and has been
serving as General Counsel for the SouthWest Regional
Border States Commission.
Together with a Long-Range Planning Committee
comprised of faculty, administrators and civic leaders,
Mr. McGuire has undertaken the major task of trans-
forming years of thought and planning for the Law
Center into action. He is confident the Law Center
campaign will be successful. "People will respond en-
thusiastically when they realize this is a unique op-
portunity to be a part of one of the most innovative and
exciting legal study centers in the country."
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ALUMNI FOCUS:
JUDGE WILEY H. MANUEL
APPOINTED TO
SUPREME COURT
Hastings College of the Law is proud to claim the
latest Associate Justice appointed to the California
Supreme Court. Judge Wiley H. Manuel is one of the
distinguished graudates of the Class of 1953. Although
not the first alumnus of Hastings to sit on the state's
highest court (actually he is the ninth) he is the first one
in some years and joins a company of Hastings scholarly
judges who have been noted opinion writers.
While a student at Hastings, Judge Manuel was
Editor-in-Chief of the Law Journal. A few months before
he graduated, the College moved into what was then
called "the new building" at the corner of McAllister and
Hyde. The renowned David Snodgrass was the Dean who
had done more than any person to get a campus for the
College, and he was justifiably proud of it. But every
available dollar had gone into bricks and mortar, with
nothing left to spend on a commemorative book which
the Dean was determined to have. The student
organization could not be cajoled into funding such a
publication, so he persuaded Editor Manuel to include
some pictures in the Law Journal with the Dean's
promise to pay for the photographs. Volume 4 of the Law
Journal bears the pictures. but getting the pictures paid
for is the memory that still lingers. When the
photographer's bill arrived, Editor Manuel took it in
Justice Wiley Manuel
mailed by the photographer. Editor Manuel again
contacted the Dean. "Who taught you contracts?"
inquired Dean Snodgrass. "You did," replied Editor
Manuel. The Dean then asked, "Don't you remember
about satisfaction? Write on the check 'in full
satisfaction,' cut the figure down to what it should have
been and see if they cash it." The check cleared the
bank, but the studio continued to bill the Law Journal
for the balance. By this time, former Editor Manuel was
working at his new job with the Attorney General, but to
help his successor as Editor of the Law Journal again he
contacted Dean Snodgrass for advice and was told to
write the photographer the legal facts about satisfaction.
That ended the incident, but the memory still lingers
with Judge Manuel.
person to Dean Snodgrass, reminding him of his promise
to pay. The Dean's indignant screams about the over-
charging could be heard echoing around the building,
and Editor Manuel was instructed to contact the studio
to complain. A series of unsatisfactory telephone con-
servations ensued, and the statements continued to be
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Also in connection with the move to the new campus,
Judge Manuel remembers Dean Snodgrass persistently
battling with the contractors of the building over im-
properly hung doors and flagpoles located where there
was no acess to hang flags.
Judge Manuel spent 23 years in the San Francisco
Office of the Attorney General, commuting from his
home in Oakland. He commented recently that his
commute will be shortened when he joins the Supreme
Court, as it is down two floors in the State Building from
the Attorney General's Office. At the time of his ap-
pointment to the Alameda Superior Court he was Chief
of the Civil Division of the Attorney General's Office,
including among other subdivisions welfare, government
contracts, all forms of business law and taxation. During
this past year he has come into contact with criminal law
on the bench and has valued that experience. For him,
FACULTY FOCUS:
ROGER J. TRAYNOR
Roger J. Traynor, former Chief Justice of California
has added another law review article to a long list of
works spanning fifty years of unprecedented contribution
to legal literature.
Writing in the Hastings Law Journal (Vol. 28 No.
3), Justice Traynor, currently a professor at Hastings
College of the Law, discusses how bad judicial
precedents ought to be overturned in an article Re-
entitled Quo Vadis, Prospective Overruling: A Question
of Judicial Responsibility. The article, covering 35 pages
in the Hastings Law Journal's latest issue, is marked by
much of the wit and charm that has made his scholarly
works so unique.
Starting from the premise that statutes change the
law prospectively while case law has traditionally been
accorded retroactive effect, Traynor notes that the
hallmark of judicial decision making - stare decisis -
provides constraints such that well-tempered judicial
reasoning is apt to be regarded as a moral and social
statement worthy of great public respect.
The tradition of stare decisis is not without its evils.
Courts, Traynor notes, are too often reluctant to overrule
bad precedent. The English experience is especially
emphasized in this regard. Until 1966, when the House
of Lords promulgated a new policy allowing the
the decision to go to the Attorney General's Office was
the right one. He started litigating immediately, was
exposed to a variety of cases, and made contacts with a
large number of people.
He commented -that the College now has more
sophisticated programs than during his student days,
mentioning the videotaping techniques and Moot Court
Program. Just after his appointment to the bench, and
before he sat in Alameda County, he was invited to sit as
a Hastings Moot Court Judge. He brought along his new
clerk, and together they savored the experience, con-
sidering it post graduate training by his alma mater in
preparation for assuming his duties as a judge.
The Hastings Community joins the State of
California in congratulating Judge Manuel, in the future
to be called "Justice Manuel."
overruling of precedents, English courts were firmly
bound by past precedent. Ever since then, the Court of
Appeal has been unable to depart from old traditions.
Overruling bad law, then, is postulated as a solemn
judicial duty, and Traynor sees the decision whether to
give a ruling prospective or retrospective effect as one
arising in every case involving an overruling of precedent.
The technique advocated by Traynor is a test
balancing the hardship of retroactivity on those who
relied on the endangered precedent versus the hardship
on those who are oppressed by the unfairness of the
precedent. Contracts and property matters are singled
out as areas appropriate for prospective overruling
because of the reliance persons place on established legal
rules. Criminal law is also an appropriate area for
prospective overruling, not necessarily so much because
of reliance upon existing law as because of the
requirements of fairness and justice that demand fair
warning before conduct can be deemed criminal.
Traynor takes strong issue with the claim that the law
of torts is an appropriate area for prospective overruling.
He argues that few parties rely on tort rules in governing
their affairs while many injured parties can be severely
prejudiced if an unjust precedent is allowed to stand as to
them. Traynor points to res judicata and statutes of
limitations as devices reducing the number of past claims
revived by a new tort ruling.
The most biting criticism is saved for the United
States Supreme Court and the way in which it refused
retroactivity to Escobedo and Miranda. In Johnson v.
New Jersey, the Supreme Court merely announced cutoff
dates before which no ongoing trial would be affected by
Escobedo and Miranda. Traynor denounced this
technique as "baffling except in terms of expediency."
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INEZ GARCIA
by Vivian Debra Wilson
During my three years as a criminal defense lawyer, I
maintained what I now view as a rather quaint con-
viction: If you don't take your client to trial, you'll never
know what happened. The unexamined assumption here
is, of course, that the crucible of adversary proceedings is
uniquely effective in extracting, flushing out or otherwise
revealing that essence, pure truth, concealed within the
bewildering contradictions of circumstance. It is perhaps
too much to say that nothing could be further from
reality, that the criminal trial is more productive of
obfuscation than clarification. But it may, nonetheless,
be appropriate to remark that the trial, once concluded,
has not altered bewildering circumstance very much;
has, indeed, succeeded in adding another aspect to it.
And the question, "What really happened?" remains.
I have just read an edited transcript of the first Inez
Garcia trial that took place in the fall of 1974 and
resulted in a conviction of second-degree murder. It has
the classic trial-transcript configurations: It reflects a
tedium that is almost agonizing and so oppressive that
the rare moments of astonishment are easily overlooked.
At the same time there is a sense of power created under
pressure of the rules of evidence, relieved by the unex-
pected sloppiness that, one remembers, inheres in
spontaneous courtroom performance. (For example, "I
have presented to you and I have tried to present to you,1"
said Charles Garry in closing argument, "Inez Garcia as
she is, without flowering her up, without buttering her
up, I brought her to you in the unvarnished human
person that she is so that you could see her as she is, so
that you could understand her as she is."
But, of course, the essential, distinguishing quality of
the trial transcript, one it shares with other, more
conscious, literary forms, is its designation of the many
levels of reality that shape the course of events -
separate realities that either clash or reconcile depending
on differences in perception, emotion and candor.
Inez Garcia was one of six children brought up in
New York City in the neighborhood known as Spanish
Harlem. She attended Catholic schools until she was
This article is also being published in the San
Francisco Review of Books, Volume 2, Number 12,
April 1977
thirteen, although she never learned to read or write. An
IQ evaluation at that time pronounced her defective in
intelligence although the examiner acknowledged that
illiteracy might indeed be an impediment to an accurate
measurement. Writers about the case have repeatedly
observed, in obvious fascination, that, at the start of the
trial, she could not tell time.
But she could drive a car, had done so since she was
sixteen, having managed to memorize all the traffic
signs. This gave Dr. Jane Oldden, psychiatrist who
testified for the defense, reason to observe, " . . . it is
some kind of emotional distortion to refuse to read or
write in our society because she does drive a car and I
have a lot of patients who read and write but they feel too
insecure to drive a car."
Inez Garcia had symptoms of anxiety throughout her
life - dizziness, insomnia, loss of appetite, enuresis. At
thirteen, she spent a year in a New York State juvenile
facility and she was hospitalized briefly on three sub-
sequent occasions - once when she threatened to jump
off the roof, after having seen her father dragged out of
the house by the police and, on other occasions several
years later, following the discovery of her husband's
unfaithfulness, when she drank disinfectant and
threatened to kill herself and her son. She was diagnosed
as emotionally unstable but Dr. Oldden found no in-
dication of psychotic break with exterior reality.
When she was fourteen, Inez Garcia married twenty-
two-year-old Juan Cardenas and lived with him in
Florida. She was nineteen when their child was born and,
within a few years, she divorced her husband, for what
has been characterized as the most laudable of reasons:
He had impregnated another woman and Inez Garcia
believed the child should be legitimized by the marriage
of its parents. Some years later, Juan Cardenas was
imprisoned in Soledad, California, and Inez Garcia
moved to the area, with her eleven-year-old son. The
couple were subsequently remarried.
While living in Soledad, Inez Garcia received welfare
benefits and worked as a lettuce picker. Testimony at the
trial established her reputation in the community for
truth, honesty and integrity. She was particularly
concerned about the welfare of children and it was
reported that she'd assaulted a woman whom she'd seen
beating a child. When asked by the prosecutor whether
Inez Garcia was the kind of person who would get into
fights, Dr. Jane Oldden replied, "Fights, yes, you know,
hair pulling and kicking but not killing."
Docility, modesty, chastity, devoutness were asserted
as her virtues. "A saint-like idealized virgin, " charac-
terized Dr. Oldden. A frigid woman, likely to avoid
sexual activity.
Farm worker. Welfare recipient. Idealized virgin.
But she owned one hundred and twenty pair of shoes and
wore elaborate wigs.
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Passive. Marginally intelligent. So shamed by her
experience that she could not tell the police she'd been
raped. But she called the judge an old pig and used the
epithet. ........ .for her assailant and, when the prosecu-
tor inquired, "Then what happened after you took off
your clothes?)", she hesitated.:
"You want me to tell you what happened after that?"
"Yes, "
She allowed herself to be goaded into the answer that
stunned her lawyer. "He ....... me."
The prosecutor, unperturbed, persisted. "Was
Miguel holding you down at all during this time (while,
as you say, you were being raped by Louie?)"
"No. He was being nice. He was very nice. He was
saying, 'Don't do it."'
The prosecutor turned to the court. "She's just
playing around, your Honor. She's not answering the
questions. I'm not trying to be sarcastic but she's giving
me sarcastic answers."
The judge admonished the witness and the inquiry
continued.
"What was Miguel doing?"
"He was watching me have sex with this creep and he
was enjoying watching the other creep have sex with
me.
"(Was) Miguel holding you down?"
"Yes, he was."
"He was holding you down ?"
"Yes ... 9
"At any time when you were back in that alley did
Miguel put a hand on you?"
"Did he put a hand on me? I already answered that
twice. He held me there."
The judge, addressing her as Madam, expressed his
disapproval.
The prosecutor asked, "What did you do when you
got back to the house?"
"I don't remember . . . The phone rang. These
people started saying things . . . It was a big joke to
them, they wanted me out of town .. . worse was going to
happen to me or else they was going to kill me. .. "
"Then .. ,. what did you do?"
"I took my gun, loaded it and I went after them .. .
and I'm not sorry that I did it and the only thing I am
sorry is that I missed Louie."
"You got (the gun) out of your bedroom?"
"Yes. I got it out of my bedroom and I answered that
twice and I don't want to answer no more . . . I don't
have anything to say to you no more. . . I shot him and
killed him and if I had to do it again, I would do it again.
That's all."
She left the witness stand.
"You haven't been excused, " said the judge.
"I'm sorry. I don't have any more to answer."
"Mr. Bailiff, place the young lady back on the
witness stand."
"I'm not going to get on the stand. Don't lay your
hands on me."
Inez Garcia left the court room.
She gave in, she took off her own clothes, she
testified, let them rape her after they taunted her,
threatened her, hit her, ripped her blouse. But the rape
was not reported to the police, the bruises were not
recorded by any neutral observer and there was con-
fusing testimony about the ripped blouse.
After the shooting, Inez Garcia and the codefendant,
Freddie Medrano, went to the house of a friend, Alicia
Alcaraz.
"She didn't look like she was raped," Alicia testified.
"So someone said to sock her." Someone? Who? Inez
Garcia herself? That remains a possibility. Two witness
testified that Alicia's teen-aged nephew hit Inez Garcia
with his fist, so hard that she nearly hit the ground. And
someone else tore her blouse. But Inez Garcia insisted
that the blouse had been torn in the alley behind her
house.
Dr. Oldden believed that Inez Garcia's story was
consistent with the reality of being raped, that only a
trauma as severe as rape could pierce that calm, passive,
docile facade and release the suppressed rage. But the
judge, impatient, irascible, remained unconvinced. Rape
has nothing to do with this case, he said repeatedly. And
the jury responded, brought in a verdict of second degree
murder.
That, of course, was not the end of it and the end is,
at this writing, not in sight. The conviction was reversed
and Inez Garcia is again on trial for murder. It is a
different Inez Garcia, the reporters are quick to urge,
offering the facile explanation -
Inez Garcia found her voice, gave up her elaborate
wigs, Inez Garcia had been transformed. Perhaps. It is
surely one explanation among many possibilities.
There is another. It is that adversary proceedings are
singularly truth-discerning, after all. Although the trial
may provide no conclusive answer to that question,
"What really happened?", the unique process of witness
examination will identify who was really there.
Inez Garcia. She was there from the beginning.
Illiterate. But clever enough to fluster the imperturbable
prosecutor. Shy. But so brazen she walked out of the
courtroom in defiance of the judge. Frightened. But
sufficiently daring to shout epithets at that judge. So
unpredictable that her admissions from the witness stand
astonished her own lawyer. Religious, profane. Ex-
citable, tough-minded. Gentle, outraged. Complex.
But: One hundred and twenty pair of shoes?
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(About the Author)
Vivian Wilson, Assistant Professor of Law, is a 1969
graduate of Hastings where she was elected to the
Thurston Society and Order of the Coif. A writer before
she entered law school, Professor Wilson was Phi Beta
Kappa at Hunter College, then earned her Master's
Degree at Columbia School of Journalism.
A Reginald Heber Smith Fellow for two years,
Professor Wilson then spent three years in the Alameda
Public Defender's Office before coming to Hastings in
1974 as Dean of Students.
Professor Wilson is Programs Chairperson of the
Criminal Justice Section of the American Association of
Law Schools for 1977 and on the Board of Directors of
Bay Area Lawyers for the Arts. She has a daughter and a
son; the latter, Andrew Harris Wilson, is a 1974
graduate of Hastings.
Vivian Debra Wilson
We found this great photograph in our files and we
were wondering if you could help us to identify the
occasion of the picture taking, where it was taken and
the members of the group. The winner of the puz-
zlement will receive a vote of thanks!!!
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JUDY PAIS: C
HASTINGS' FIRST TEACHING
FELLOW
It was the same classroom, with the same terrible
acoustics. The students trailed in looking no more or less
familiar to me than any other group of classmates
assembled for the first class meeting. In hand they
carried the same casebook, improved (but not shortened)
by a new edition. More than a sense of deja vu possessed
me as I walked into classroom A - it was the firm
conviction that I had been there before. The comfort of
familiarity vanished, however, when instead of taking the
first seat in the fifth row on the right side, I walked
behind the podium to begin, with quavering voice, the
first course taught at Hastings by a teaching fellow.
Late in the spring of 1975 the faculty had approved
Dean Anderson's recommendation that I be given a one
year contract as a teaching fellow. Hastings, unlike many
major law schools, had no teaching fellowship program,
and the time had come to adopt one, he had urged the
faculty. This was to be a one year experiment to deter-
mine the feasibility of such a program at Hastings.
The purpose of most teaching fellowship programs is
to give persons who are interested in pursuing a career in
teaching law an opportunity to gain valuable teaching
experience and to realistically assess their own potential
as law school professors. In turn, the schools profit from
the enthusiasm and fresh perspectives of persons who
have recently been students themselves. Because
teaching fellowship programs are by definition one year
opportunities both the fellows and the schools avoid the
trauma of contracts not renewed.
This year at a February meeting the Hastings faculty
voted to continue the teaching fellowship program for the
academic year 1977-1978 and to provide two fellowships
instead of only one. A committee composed of Professors
Forrester, Grodin and O'Brien has been appointed to
select the teaching fellows, evaluate their performance,
and make recommendations to the faculty regarding the
future of the program.
Under the Hastings program fellows assume com-
plete responsibility for the courses they teach, but they
carry only one-half the normal teaching load, and
enrollment in their course or courses is limited to a
reasonable number of students. This responsibility for a
regular law school course provides classroom experience
for the fellow that is not gained in teaching fellowship
programs limited to legal research and writing, moot
court, or other clinical courses. Supervision by a regular
Hastings faculty member, on the other hand, provides
guidance acquired by years of trial and error.
Judy Pais
As the end of the semester approaches at a blinding
rate of speed the transition from student to teacher that
seemed so awesome on the first day now seems as natural
as having grown one year older. I suppose the transition
was eased when I realized that professors are students
who get paid. The ecucational process - as personal and
individually demanding as it seems during the fleeting
minutes of a final examination is inherently a cooperative
undertaking. The classroom is that place where students
educate each other and educate the professor as much as
they are educated by the voice from behind the podium.
The successful class is that one where students and
teachers recognize their common goal and work together
towards its accomplishment.
The one question I have been asked most frequently
by interested outsiders during the past year has been:
"Don't you have problems getting students to take you
seriously since you aren't separated from them by age or
experience?" The answer has always been, "No."
Although my students call by my first name, freely visit
my office with questions, and telephone me at home,
they have demonstrated the only respect that matters to
me - a high level of spirited class participation.
Hastings has long been renowned for its Sixty-Five
Club, the size of its student body, and its advantageous
location. Four years at Hastings have convinced me that
one great unacknowledged asset is the quality of its
student body - oversized beyond manageable
proportions, perhaps, but rich beyond measure in its
diversity and collective wisdom.
(Persons who are interested in applying for a
teaching fellowship at Hastings should write directly to
members of the committee. Preference in selection will
be accorded to those applicants who have demonstrated
academic excellence in law school as well as a serious
interest in a career teaching law.)
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ELSIE LOUISE FRUSTUCK was a fine woman, a long
time resident of Fairfax, California. Committed to
a philosophy of education and a striving for knowl-
edge, she was a shrewd businesswoman and a de-
voted member of the Christian Science Church.
After her graduation from the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley, she entered Hastings in the
mid - twenties. Unfortunately, personal circum-
stances prevented Ms. Frustuck from finishing her
legal education. However, she went on to teach
school in a one-room schoolhouse in Fairfax for
close to fifty years.
Always disappointed that she didn't finish law
school and become a lawyer, Ms. Frustuck set up
a scholarship that will help other women in pur-
suing their own legal careers. Upon her death in
1976, Ms. Frustuck left a fund to Hastings with
the following specifications: The income from the
Antoinette de Nola Morgan Memorial Fund, es-
tablished in 1976 by the estate of Elsie Louise
Frustuck, is to be used by the College to give
scholarships to "deserving women students in their
second or third year at the College. The College
shall determine in its sole discretion as to who shall
be deserving women students, and if the College
should determine that there are no such deserving
women students, it may, in its discretion, give
scholarships to deserving second or third year male
students."
A bequest is only one of the many ways to give.
We hope you will include Hastings College in your
will; the ways to give are limitless.
THE DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
198 McAllister Street
For more information about how to include Hastings in San Francisco,
your estate plan, contact: California 94102 Tel.: (415) 557-3571
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Hastings College of the Law is renowned for its
distinguished senior professors who make up its "65
Club", as well as its increasingly innovative ad-
ministrators and younger faculty members. Its student
body is consistently comprised of many of the finest
graduate students in the country, These students, in
turn, graduate to become highly skilled and successful
attorneys in a wide variety of legal situations. But there is
a third generation at Hastings, hitherto known to only a
few, which might someday become an even greater
source of pride to the Hastings Community.
The Hastings Child Care Center was established by
the students of Hastings College in 1971. Since that time,
many student parents have been able to attend Hastings
College, confident that their children are nearby,
growing up happily and well cared for in the large family
of Hastings kids. Tony Patiiio, a former Hastings
student, was among a large group of student and faculty
non-parents who have taken a tremendous interest in the
welfare of these children and the continued success of the
Hastings Child Care Center. A film, dedicated to the
memory of Tony Patiiio, "Three Centuries at Hastings,"
manifested the integral relationship between the children
at the Center and the other members of the Hastings
community.
The Center, a non-profit corporation, is administered
by a Board of Directors whose members continue to
represent the students, staff faculty, and alumni of
Hastings College and the local community. The officers
of the Board currently include the following:
President, Thomas Rothwell, Professor of Law; Vice-
President Dorothy Leitch, Hastings administrator and
long dedicated supporter of the Center; Treasurer, John
Snider, Certified Public Accountant; and Melanie Grant,
banker and former teacher. Other voting Board
members include Carolyn Farren (Class of 1970), parent
and faculty member; Linda J. Brown (Class of 1971),
attorney; and Pamela Victorine (Class of 1978), student
parent. Dean David Concepcion acts as the College's
representative to the Board. The Legal Counsel to the
Board is Alicia Noyola (Class of 1973), attorney and one
of the original student founders of the Center.
In January, 1976, Hastings Child Care Center began
a new developmental program in new facilities provided
by the College at 270 McAllister Street (garden level).
The Center is now licensed by the California State
Department of Education to provide a child development
program for twenty-six children, aged six months to five
years. The Center operates every weekday from 7:30 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. year-round, including the summer months.
Enrollment priority is given to children of Hastings
students. Admission is then limited to the children of the
faculty and staff of the College and to the children of
employees of the federal agencies located in the Civic
Center area.
,'
Cc~oo c%~areCy,
by Lyda Beardsley
The child care services provided by the Center are
educational, as opposed to custodial. The Center bases
its academic philosophy upon the teachings of such
theorists as Montessori, Piaget, Erikson, and of course,
Dr. Spock. The Center Staff sets the stage for the child's
development by providing stimulating learning ex-
periences in which social and physical achievements are
encouraged as is the mastery of cognitive skills. At all
times, the curriculum remains flexible enough to allow
for each child's individual needs.
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A unique aspect of the Center is the baby center
which was developed to meet the needs of the infants and
toddlers under two years. This area is separate from the
rest of the Center where the babies have their own space,
equipment, changing area, and nap room. Here, the
learning is geared to provide for the optimal development
of those essential skills which the preschoolers have
already mastered. The preschool.group participates in
daily lessons and activities which are desigrtd to in-
troduce, elicit, or reinforce the use of particular learning
and communication skills.
Both groups of children enjoy an adequate alteration
of indoor and outdoor play (including frequent field
trips) in order to ensure that both small and gross motor
development is encouraged. Because most of the children
come from small families, there are special times set
aside in each day for the babies and preschoolers to
interact with one another, thus providing further at-
mosphere for learning, as well as emphasizing the
security, comfort, and affection of the family-like nature
of the Center.
The Center Staff is composed of persons from a wide
variety of educational and cultural backgrounds (in fact,
more than ten different cultural heritages are
represented in the Center). The Director of the Center,
Lyda Beardsley, has spent the past seven years teaching
in Bay Area schools, specializing in Early Childhood
Education and doing graduate work in the Philosophy of
Education.
Ron Bohn, a Hastings work/study student (Class of
1979) provides administrative assistance. Diane Ryken,
head teacher, is a U.C. Davis child psychology graduate.
Luce Sandoval, infant specialist from France, is the
serior staff member, having been at the Center for the
past four years. Deirdre Dowdakin, infant teacher, has
been teaching in the Bay Area for the past 12 years, after
having completed a B.A. in Social Welfare, graduate
work in Education, and a year with VISTA as a special
education teacher in West Virginia. Jenny Maida teaches
the toddlers; her specialty is art, in which she has a
degree from San Francisco State University. Bruce
Riordan, preschool teacher, is currently specializing in
educational media at San Francisco State. Additional
staffing consists of experienced teaching assistants Vera
Lapshinoff, Merle Rusky, and Carolyn Hand. At all
times, at least an overall 1:4 teacher/child ratio is
maintained.
The dollar cost of a high quality child development
program is great and the Center consequently ex-
periences frequent budgetary difficulties. Until recently,
parent fees alone comprised over 90% of the Center's
income. The Antenor Patiiio, Jr. Child Care Fund has
provided fee reductions for low-income student parents
since its establishment in 1975. Both the parents and the
Board participate in yearly fund-raising activities and
donations continue to increase in generosity. Never-
theless, there remained a substantial number of student
parents whose incomes were too restricted even to allow
for the cost of reduced-fee spaces in the Center.
Recently, the Center was awarded Campus Center
funding from the State Department of Education (SDE)
to provide ten subsidized spaces for the lowest-income
student families. Because of Hastings' unique charter
with the state, the Child Care Center is unable to utilize
registration fees, as do other U.C. Campus centers, to
make up the 25% local match for the ten spaces. The
remaining 75% of the subsidized parent fee is then
provided by SED and in part by the parent on the basis
of a very generous sliding scale. The Center's goal is now
to solicit donations to increase the Patifio Fund in order
to enable the Center to receive further SDE subsidy for
the many low - income families who are as yet unable to
utilize the Center's services.
The Hastings' Child Care Center faces a bright
future. Space for a new Child Care Center facility, which
will house forty children, has been reserved in the new
Hastings Law Center. The new Law Center promises to
be one of the finest in the country and the future third
generation of the Hastings Community can expect to
benefit accordingly.
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THE LAWYER AS
CONCEPTUAL ARTIST
In the past ten years conceptual or process art has
been one of the most important movements in the art
world. This type of art is concerned not so much with the
end product or piece, but more with the creative process.
Cristo's Running Fence in Sonoma County is an excellent
example of this type of art: the finished piece - which
was dismantled after two weeks - was secondary to the
process of creating the work.
Law is itself in many ways a process art. The attorney
is continually called upon to work through certain
governmental and societal processes for the benefit of the
client and in many instances the end result is given. For
example, in a personal injury case where liability is clear,
the function of the lawyer is to work the legal process
through interview, discovery, and trial to reach a
judgment. The lawyer's skill in performing the legal art
controls the size of the recovery for the client.
Mark Rennie, a 1974 Hastings graduate, has recently
combined his legal background with conceptual art to
produce a very successful mass-media art exhibition in
Los Angeles. The show is the result of a plan by Rennie
and British painter Paul Whitehead to combine law,
media, fine art and see what the results would be.
In June 1976, Rennie and Whitehead set up the Eyes
and Ears Foundation as a tax-exempt, non-profit
foundation dedicated to promoting California artists and
writers. Initial funding for the Foundation came from
the State of California in the form of a $6,000.00 grant
from the California Arts Council.
The two men state that their goals in setting up this
foundation were twofold. Primarily Eyes and Ears was a
conceptual art piece: Rennie and Whitehead were
curious to see exactly what they could do by combining
certain legal structures (tax-exempt foundations and
government grants) with mass media and fine arts. Their
second purpose was to learn the process of media
manipulation and get as much publicity for the artists
and the project as possible.
The plan was to put on a painting exhibition in Los
Angeles where a huge oil painting would be stretched
over billboards along the Sunset Strip in Hollywood. The
pair wanted to take fine art out of the realm of museums
and small galleries and present form to mass audiences.
According to the billboard companies, four million
people a month glance at any given billboard along the
Strip; "If you multiply this figure times the ten canvases
we proposed,-" notes Rennie, "what you come up with
was the most widely viewed fine arts exhibition in
history."
The project has been an overwhelming success. The
two partners eventually convinced the billboard com-
panies that their project was viable and subsequently the
companies donated $30,000.00 worth of prime billboard
space in Hollywood for the entire month of February,
1977 Next the Foundation commissioned nine
prominent California painters to paint original canvases
fifty feet by sixteen feet. These canvases were painted on
sound stages on the old Columbia film lot where the
Foundation has its main office.
Once completed. they were stretched over billboards
for display. Response from the art world, the public and
the media was overwhelming. New West magazine hit
the stands on the opening day of the show with a full
color spread showing the nine paintings and discussing
the project. This was followed by ten television news
spots, radio, and three articles in the Los Angeles Times,
including a photo and article on the front page. Art
Week did a cover story on the project, and Rolling Stone,
Time, and Los Angeles Magazine, have also printed
articles.
Characteristically, the most media coverage was
received after a commando team of surfers scaled a
building on Wilshire Boulevard and stole one of the
paintings. This theft, accomplished in four and one half
minutes, took place in broad daylight. The theft was
immediately billed as the "world's largest art theft" and
the story was sent out nationally over both wire services.
The painting was recovered by police a few days later in a
cemetery in Glendale.
"It's interesting," notes Rennie, "how the law came
back into the project with the theft. We had to fill out all
sorts of grand theft reports, and once the painting was
recovered, the police refused to release it because is was
evidence in a felony case. We tried to explain to the
police that we had an art show running and needed the
piece." Eventually pressure from the Los Angeles Times
publicity got the painting released and returned to its
billboard perch.
The show is tentatively set to open in San Francisco in
April and then go on a national museum tour. The
Foundation has several grant applications pending for
futher media-fine arts projects, and also plans
publishing an anthology of the event.
Since graduating from Hastings several years ago,
Mark has tried to temper his legal endeavors with some
sort of artistic balance. In the fall of 1975 he spent six
weeks in Mexico revising a guide book for McGraw- Hill.
That same year Rennie was heavily involved in
Holography - a laser-produced three-dimensional
photographic process, and in December, 1976, he spent
the month doing photography for Columbia Records
shooting an album cover, a slide presentation, and doing
publicity shots.
In addition to his Foundation work in Los Angeles,
Rennie currently runs a successful freelance photography
business, maintains a law office on Market Street in San
Francisco, and works part time for Leonard Goldstein
(Hastings '72), a Sausalito attorney who specializes in
federal and state criminal work.
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Donna Levin and the Troupe of Hastings Players
THE LAWYER AS WRITER
AND PERFORMING ARTIST
On March 12, 1977, KSFO radio broadcast Room on
the Couch, a play which was a product of the joint
creative efforts of Hastings students.
Described as a "psychological soap opera, " the play
is a farce about a psychologist who is infatuated with one
of his patients. His attempts to arrange a weekend with
her in Acapulco are frustrated by her jealous boyfriend, a
creator of fortune cookie jewelry, and another one of the
doctor's patients, a girl who overeats because she's afraid
that each hot fudge sundae may be her last. The script
was written by Donna Elaine Levin, a Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of U. C. Berkeley. Ms. Levin spent her junior
year in Paris, where she wrote and directed her first play;
she has also previously written two plays for KSFO, one
of which, A Second Chance, was rebroadcast along with
Room on the Couch. Now in her second year at Hastings,
she is historian of Pomeroy Inn, the Hastings Chapter of
Phi Delta Phi, and writes a regular column for the
Hastings Law News.
The play was directed by R. Stephen Goldstein, also a
second year student at Hastings. Before coming to law
school, Mr. Goldstein acted on Broadway, at the Mark
Taper Forum in Los Angeles, and produced plays in San
Francisco. Currently he is one the staff of the Hastings
Consitutional Law Quarterly and clerks for the San
Francisco law firm of Cartwright, Saroyan, Martin &
Sucherman.
The cast included Shelley Kraner as a diplomatic
receptionist. A graduate of UCLA, Ms. Kramer is also
on the staff of the Consitutional Law Quarterly and holds
the office of Vice Magister of Phi Delta Phi. Ms. Kramer
plans to practice law in Los Angeles after her graduation
in 1978. Craig Richlin (also class of '78), who acted the
part of the jealous boyfriend, studied political science
and economics at San Diego State University. He is now
clerking for George Davis of the city, a lawyer
specializing in criminal law. Shari Steel, who played a
beautiful but confused young woman who goes through
men "like Necco Wafers," is a professional printer. She
studies jazz dance, pueblo pottery, and is a gourmet
cook. Jack Clobadin, who played the part of the lovesick
doctor, is a partner of the law firm of Cartwright,
Saroyan, Martin and Sucherman. He specializes in trial
practice, and is a graduate of Boalt Hall.
The cast rehearsed on evenings and weekends and
then taped the play at the KSFO studio on a Monday
morning. To their own amazement, they are ready to do
it all again.
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The1977 COLLEGE OF ADVOCACY
by Kay Holley
The Hastings Center for Trial and Appellate Ad-
vocacy will present the seventh annual COLLEGE OF
ADVOCACY this summer at Hastings. Since its in-
ception in 1971, the COLLEGE OF ADVOCACY has
been a leader in the area of national continuing legal
education programs. More than 2,000 attorneys from all
fifty states and several foreign countries have attended
the program. In an effort to further meet the needs of the
legal community, the 1977 COLLEGE OF ADVOCACY
will offer a separate week-long course in Criminal
Advocacy.
Geared to the practicing attorney, the COLLEGE
stresses techniques and information designed to enhance
the skills and knowledge of both the recent admittee and
the experienced lawyer. Both the Civil and Criminal
sessions will be organized according to the various facets
of a trial and consist of morning workshops and
programs of lectures and demonstrations in the af-
ternoon.
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Workshops offer the opportunity for individual
attention. Each workshop consists of 12-14 participants
and a workshop leader who is an experienced trial at-
torney. Each participant receives in advance a detailed
casefile which is used as the basis of discussions and class
exercises. Participants are individually videotaped
outside the workshop session and the tape is later played
back and critiqued by the workshop leader.
Lectures and demonstrations by eminent authorities
and leading practitioners highlight the daily afternoon
program. Topic areas include Interviewing and
Preparing the Client, Discovery Techniques, Voir Dire,
Opening Statements, Direct and Cross-Examination of
Lay and Expert Witnesses, Motion Practice and Sum-
mations. Criminal College program areas will also cover
Preliminary Hearings, Use of Documents, Sentencing,
and Trends in the Law.
The Civil College will be held the week of July 31-
August 6, 1977 and the Criminal College will be August
7-August 13, 1977. Registration fee for each session is
$325 (or $600 for both programs).
In addition to the week-long summer seminars, the
COLLEGE OF ADVOCACY also presents one-day
programs. One of the most recent offerings was the
highly successful Satellite Program presented on January
29th. The program was presented live at Hastings and
was transmitted via a NASA communications satellite to
six locations throughout the state and co-sponsored by
the Hastings Alumni Association. "Down sites" included
UCLA, Davis, Berkeley, Stanford, Santa Clara and
Sacramento. More than 350 attorneys and 200 law
students and faculty viewed the program at the suc-
cessful down-sites.
For further program information, contact the
COLLEGE OF ADVOCACY offices at 198 McAllister,
San Francisco 94102 (415) 557-2205.
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MOOT COURT IS
ANYTHING BUT MOOT
The return to the appellate bench of former Supreme
Court Justice Arthur J. Goldberg was marked by two full
galleries in the Hastings Moot Courtroom. Joining the
Justice for round 46 of the competition on the appellate
panel was attorney Justice Fredrick P. Furth. Student
justices Victor J. Poree and Daniel W. Bowles, III
alternated.
Collectively, this appellate bench and the student
counsels involved were responsible for one of the liveliest
oral argument rounds in this year's David E. Snodgrass
Moot Court Competition. (Sometimes called the annual
baptism by fire of second year students.)
There are two oral arguments in each round of the
Moot Court competition. Round 46 pitted John Mc Beth
and John Feeney against Joseph Silva and Noreen Sharp
in the 5:00 P.M. arguments. In the 8:30 P.M. orals
Dennis Wagstaffe and Steve Hayes argued against Joe
Caves and Linda Loring.
That night, the Justices asked question after
question. However, the student counsels of round 46
were well prepared. Every question that was asked
received a prompt and concise answer while the second
year students attempted to get through the body of their
arguments.
The Bench was both intent and frequent with its
questions. A couple of times the student did not even get
a chance to introduce himself/herself before being asked
a question!
GALLERY TAKES SIDES
The audience in the gallery, mostly students, quickly
took the side of the student advocates. Even to the point
of letting out with a loud cheer and applause when Ms.
Sharp turned one of Justice Furth's questions around to
further her own argument and move on to her next point
of contention.
The arguments in both oral sessions that evening
were excellent. So good, in fact, that the Bench was
unable to pick a winning side in either argument,
determining both sessions a draw. However, the Justices
did single out one advocate in each argument as most
impressive. Their choices were Noreen Sharp and Steve
Hayes for the 5:00 and 8:30 round respectively.
Justice Goldberg pointed out that none of the
students here were given an easy time of it. This was as
intense an oral argument as any or them will ever have to
face. This caliber of oral argument is a credit and a
benefit to the Hastings community as a whole.
The video tape of these arguments will be per-
manently placed in the Prosser Video Tape Library. All
interested may make viewing arrangements through the
Hastings Television Office.
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1066 FOUNDATION
FIRST ANNUAL
GOLF TOURNAMENT
The 1066 Foundation proudly announces its First
Annual Golf Tournament to be held the weekend of June
24-26 at the famous Pebble Beach Golf Links (site of this
year's PGA Championship and the annual Bing Crosby
Open).
Accommodations await you at the Del Monte Lodge
for two days and two nights in the beautiful setting often
called "the greatest meeting of land and sea in the
world." A few of the events currently scheduled include:
dinner Friday, early breakfast Saturday (non-golfers will
be allowed to sleep in), awards banquet Saturday
evening, gin fizz brunch Sunday, cocktails, dancing and
other special surprises! Tennis will be available for those
so inclined toward other sports activity - or a gin
rummy tournament may be in the works for those who
are not!
Look for further details which have been mailed to all
alumni and other members of the Hastings community;
or contact: Development Office, 305 Golden Gate
Avenue, Suite 231, San Francisco, CA 94102 (phone
(415) 557-3571).
Limited space available - rooms for only 48 couples
have been set aside and the course has been reserved for
up to 48 golfers (single accommodations may also be
arranged on request).
FEBRUARY 1977/GOLF 0GESi
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY - FIRST
COME, FIRST IN!!!
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Class of '35
The deadline for this issue of The Hastings Com-
munity catches many Association activities in the
planning stages. But we thought you would like to
know, even just tentatively, what the chapters are doing,
rather than wait until the October issue.
Computerization Strikes Again!
Many of you will recall some minor but rather
irritating problems encountered several years ago when
the Association computerized its mailing list. But we
worked out the "bugs" and have, for the most part, been
functioning smoothly keeping addresses and mem-
bership records up to date.
However, a number of our alumni have again been
victims of the computer this spring. Some have received
dues cards incorrectly indicating payment while others
who have paid membership have not received cards or
have been billed again.
We hope that the confusion will be eliminated by the
time of publication. If you have questions please contact
the Alumni Office. And please accept our apologies for
the confusion.
Greater Los Angeles Area Chapter
Chapter President Steve Burtnett '67 has unveiled an
ambitious series of chapter events for the coming
months. Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley will address a
breakfast meeting in March. The Orange County
Alumni will have a dinner this spring at the Balboa Bay
Club or the Newporter Inn and the Chapter annual
dinner will be held in June.
Steve also reported a successful test of the'bulk rate
mailing sent locally announcing the January 29 College
of Advocacy Program. Hopefully we have found a
solution to the expense of first class mailing vs. the time
delays of the bulk mail. This new mailing procedure is
possible through the Los Angeles Regional office per-
sonned by Ms. Ginna Rutter. As a reminder, the local
office can be reached by calling (213) 933-1000 or writing
to P. 0. Box 36357, Los Angeles 90036. The local office
was established by the College to assist the alumni and
placement efforts as well as to serve alumni with general
information. So whether you are a potential employer,
looking for a job or just curious, don't hesitate to call.
A committee headed by Tony Kessler is currently
organizing a fund-raising effort to honor classmate Hon.
Oliver J. Carter. At the time of the last reunion of the
Class of 1935, Justice Carter had mentioned a class gift
to the College. Now, as a memorial to Justice Carter, ten
classmates have pledged $500.00 each to a scholarship or
professorship fund and other classmates are being in-
vited to participate. Gifts to the fund will not be limited
to the Class of 1935 and interested donors are en-
couraged to contact Kessler or the Alumni Office.
San Diego Chapter Readies for
State Bar Convention
The reigns of the San Diego area chapter have been
turned over to Larry Branton '70 who is already making
preparations to host the visiting Hastings group during
the California State Bar Convention September 24-28.
The annual alumni luncheon will be on Tuesday, Sep-
tember 27 at a site to be determined and the alumni
Board of Governors will hold its quarterly meeting on
that date. Other convention activities will include the
traditional hospitality room open for coffee and rolls in
the morning and appropriate refreshments in the af-
ternoon, and a possible bay cruise sponsored by the 1066
Foundation.
Other chapter functions are being planned and in-
clude a spring luncheon and an evening of baseball with
the Padres. Be sure to submit an address change coupon
if necessary so you will receive the appropriate notices.
Greater Sacramento Area Chapter
A group of one hundred pleasantly filled the Del Paso
Country Club in Sacramento the evening of February 25
as the Board of Governors were joined by a contingent of
local alumni for dinner and dancing. Many thanks go to
dinner chairman Kneeland Lobner '44 and his assistants
Jim Hagedorn '63 and Mike Ubaldi '74 for their efforts in
the planning of such a pleasant event. Professor Thomas
RothwellI '51 spoke to those present about the growing
clinical program at Hastings which is one of the most
outstanding programs of its kind in the country.
Chapter president Ubaldi announced plans for a
spring luncheon to kick off the chapter, featuring
Hastings alums in the Legislature. Watch for details.
//
Editor's Note:
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Alumni Long Range Planning
At a meeting of the Long Range Planning Committee
of the Board of Governors on February 26. it was decided
that a day-long seminar will be held on May 14 following
the Alumni Board meeting at the Biltmore Hotel in
Santa Barbara. The purpose of this program will be to
evaluate what the Association has done, is doing and
should do. From these discussions will come an overall
plan for Association development tied into the entire
Hastings Community.
The members of the Long Range Planning Com-
mittee, chaired by president-elect Henry Krivetsky '60,
will digest the findings of the seminar groups and make a
final report to the Board of Governors. Input will be
requested from alumni in the form of a questionnaire to
be distributed in coming months. Alums with specific
ideas for Association activities and involvements are
encouraged to write to the Long Range Planning
Committee in care of the Alumni Office.
Alameda/Contra Costa Counties Chapter
Chapter President Ralph Yanello '72 has just revealed
plans for a gala "Night at the Museum" to be held on
April 22 at the Oakland Museum. Sights have been set
high for this the first major chapter event since its 1975
incorporation, but Yanello and the other chapter officers
are confident of a successful event. Who wouldn't want
to attend an event with these features: free parking,
hosted bar, museum gallery tour, dinner complete with
strolling violinist and live entertainment after dinner, all
for only $15.00 per person!
By the time you read this you will either have been
there and had a fantastic time, or will have missed out
and be regretting your non-attendance. But don't
despair, this was the first of the annual galas to be
presented by the largest Hastings chapter and you will
certainly get another chance next year.
Address Correction Coupon
Please change my address to read as follows:
NAME:
CLASS:
FIRM:
ADDRESS:
ZIP:
cut here
I
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PLACEMENT INVOLVES ALUMNI
The following is excerpted from a report by
Placement Director Maureen Johnson to the Board of
Governors at the February 25 quarterly meeting in
Sacramento. It details the variety of services provided by
the Placement Office for employers and those looking for
employment and shows the various involvements of the
Alumni Association.
A SHORT SUMMARY
During the seven week period from October 4, 1976
through November 19, 1976, a total of 283 third-year
students and 226 second-year students participated in
2,489 on-campus interviews with 106 employers. Fifty-six
percent of the third-year class and forty-five percent of
the second-year class participated in last Fall's on-
campus interview program.
Complete statistics on offers extended to Hastings
students are not yet available because we must rely
primarily on the student population for this information.
However, as of February 1977, the Placement Office has
been informed that 97 students have received offers of
employment. All but 15 of these offers were as a result of
the student's initial on-campus interview. In per-
centages, 17% of the 3rd-year participants and 14% of
the 2nd-year participants received offers.
PLANS FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER
Whereas the majority of large employers prefer to do
their on-campus interviewing during the fall months, a
small number of employers utilize our interviewing
facilities during the Spring semester. Approximately 25-
35 employers will be on-campus this Spring to interview
students for both summer clerkships and associate
positions.
SERVICES
As a service to both our students and the legal
community, the Placement Office maintains listings of
part-time and temporary law clerk positions in the Bay
Area. We currently are receiving from 10-20 listings per
week, the majority of which come from small and
medium sized firms who have not previously utilized our
services. Many of the employers currently recruiting
second-year law clerks have stated that these positions
will evolve into full-time summer clerkship positions.
The Placement Office publishes a biweekly bulletin
portunities. Approximately 20-30 positions are included
in each bulletin which is currently being mailed to over
500 alumni.
PROGRAMS
The Television Office here at Hastings is in the
process of taping a series of mock interviews involving
alumni and third-year students. This program, designed
by the Placement Office, is intended to further acquaint
and assist students with the interviewing process. It is
hoped that production will have been completed and
then be ready for presentation by mid-March.
SAN FRANCISCO ALUMNI
PLACEMENT COMMITTEE
The San Francisco Alumni Placement Committee,
chaired by Paul Alvarado '64, held its bi-monthly
meeting on February 11, 1977. Primary discussion
centered on ways in which alumni could assist the
Placement Office in defining and maximizing job op-
portunities in the Bay Area legal communities for our
students and graduates. The Committee discussed the
need for a Placement Brochure for Alumni aimed at
encouraging their use of the Placement Office.
Currently the Placement Office is in the process of
compiling such a brochure for prospective employers.
The material will describe in detail the full array of
services currently available through the Placement Office
including: The On-Campus Interview Program . . .
Recruitment through Correspondence . . . Alumni
Placement ... and Student part-time and temporary job
listings.
If you have any questions or comments about the
Placement Office, please direct them to Maureen
Johnson, Director of the Placement Office. And thank
you.
announcing current openings and employment op-
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Former Supreme Court justice Arthur J. Goldberg, in
residence at Hastings during the first portion of Spring
Semester, was the principal speaker in January at a
dinner meeting of the Northwestern Alumni Club of the
San Francisco Bay Area. In a light-hearted vein, he told
his fellow alumni (his degree in law was earned at North-
western in 1930) about the letter he sent to the newly-
elected Jimmy Carter, prior to his inauguration in
response to an appeal for suggestions about making the
presidency less monarchial. There were ten suggestions
in his letter, and nearly all of them have been followed by
the President, among them: (1) Stop playing "Hail to the
Chief" each time he appears, unless he is the Chief
reviewing troops or other appropriate occasion, (2) keep
only one airplane for his official use, and let the other 29
be on standby, thereby cutting down on expenses, and
(3) insist that his White House Staff use their own
transportation getting to and from the office, thereby
saving money on the expensive limousines.
Professor Vivian Wilson served in January as a Judge Arthur J. Goldberg chatting with an NU alum
in connection with the Western Regional Competition of
the National Mock Trial Program.
Dean Marvin J. Anderson was honored in December Professor Adrian Kragen has recently received two
at the Jewish National Fund dinner at the Fairmont awards from the Alta Bates Foundation. He was ap
Hotel. It was announced that in his name 1,000 trees pointed the first Honorary Trustee of the Alta Bate
Foundation and given the Meritorious Service Award.
He has been appointed to the Tax Advisory Group for
the American Law Institute project on subchapter C of
the Internal Revenue Code.
Professor Leo J. O'Brien has been appointed to a
~ ~ three-year term on the Committee on Academic Freedom
and Tenure of the Association of American Law Schools.
He previously served from 1972 to 1975. Professor
O'Brien is the author-narrator of "Analysis for
Lawyers-Current Decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court
1976-77 Term," a series of audio-tapes for Law Press.
Visiting Professor Stephen A. Lind was one of the
task force of tax experts giving a two-day seminar in San
Francisco in December on the 1976 Tax Reform Act.
The seminar was under the joint sponsorship of the New
York University's Institute on Federal Taxation and the
University of California Extension, Berkeley. Professor
Lind focused on the new estate and gift tax changes.
Professor Rudolf B. Schlesinger's article, "A Tribute
to Carl H. Fulda, "was published in the Texas In-
ternational Law Journal, Volume 11, page 401, Summer
1976.
Rudolf B. Schlessinger
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Professor Jerome Hall, a member of the Executive
Committee of the Section on Law and Religion of the
Association of American Law Schools, was a key par-
ticipant in a conference at Harvard Law School in
March. The subject was "Responsibilities of Vocation,"
and theologians, judges and legal scholars also par-
ticipated.
Roscoe Barrow
Professor Roscoe Barrow was a speaker and resource
person at the national conference on "Politics and the
Media". conducted at University of California, Berkeley,
on February 18 and 19. Professor Barrow's subject was
the FCC's regulation of use of the electronic media for
political purposes. The proceedings will be published.
Jerome Hall
Marsha Cohen, Assistant Professor and teaching
Administrative Law during the 1976-1977 academic
year, has for two years been a member of the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare Secretary's Review
Panel on New Drug Regulation. The panel is composed
of three attorneys, all law professors, two physicians, a
veterinarian and a physicist. Allegations made against
the Food and Drug Administration by a number of its
professional employees concerning pro-industry bias and
improper treatment of employees are being reviewed as
well as a review generally to suggest improvements of the
FDA. Its final reports will be made in the near future,
and as the Panel's work has been closely watched by
Washington D.C. and the drug trade press there is
anticipated to be some publicity surrounding the final
report, particularly the investigative phase of it.
Joe H. Munster, Jr.
Professor Joe H. Munster, Jr., is the co-author (with
Murl Larkin) of an article entitled "Military Searches
and Seizures" published in Volume 29, No. 1, of the JAG
Journal. The article is a portion of a chapter of their
book, "Military Evidence," the second edition of which
will soon be published by Bobbs-Merrill Company.
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Before
The Forties
Veteran attorney Paul Staniford '24
was honored for his many years of
service to the community and the legal
profession at the annual Fresno County
Bar Association meeting this past
December. Staniford, 82, retired two
years ago. He had held office in the
association as secretary and program
chairman. The tribute to Staniford was
one of the few times the bar has singled
out an individual for honors.
Mildred W. Levin '34 has been
elected chairperson of the San Fran-
cisco Bar Association's Family Law
Section.
John E. Anderton '37, who practices
general and international law, serves as
commissioner of the Supreme Courts of
New South Wales, New Zealand,
Northern Territory, Papua-New
Guinea, Queensland, South Australia,
Tasmania, Victoria and Western
Australia. Anderton recently relocated
his San Francisco offices.
Henry C. Todd '37 a sole practitioner
in San Francisco, was appointed to the
San Francisco Bar Association's
Judiciary Committee.
John Herron '38, of Herron and
Watson, lecturer and author of
numerous articles on trial practice, was
one of seven local atttorneys to receive
the San Francisco Bar Association's
Award of Merit at the Association's
Annual luncheon in December.
The Forties
William M. Bennett '43 was reelected
chairman of the State Board of
Equalization to serve through 1977 for
a second consecutive term. Bennett
represents the Third Equalization
District which is composed of 28
northern California counties.
The Honorable Lionel J. Wilson '49,
judge of the Alameda County Superior
Court, has announced his candicacy for
the Oakland mayoral race. Judge
Wilson has been on the bench sixteen
years and believes that the chance to be
mayor of Oakland is one of the high
points of his career. Best of luck!
The Honorable Charles Jennings '49,
judge of the Superior Court of Kings
County, was named Lemoore Citizen of
the Year by the Lemoore Chamber of
Commerce at the chambers annual
installation dinner in January. The
judge began private practice after
serving two years as assistant district
attorney for Kings County. He also
served as City Attorney of Lemoore for
23 years.
The Fifties
William E. Still '50 general attorney
of Southern Pacific Transportation Co.
of Los Angeles, has been elected
president of the American Board of
Trial Advocates for 1977-78. Still has
served on Southern Pacific's legal staff
since 1959 and was appointed general
attorney in 1970.
State Senator William J. Raggio '51
served in the 1973-75 sessions of the
senate, (Nevada) where he was a mem-
ber of the Legislative Commission from
1973-1975.
otv,,
Mario H. Barsotti '55, Judge of the
Municipal Court, Berkeley-Albany
District, has been elected president of
the Association of Municipal Judges of
Alameda County by his colleagues on
the Alameda County bench.
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Richard D. Love '51, a native of Ojai,
has been elected presiding judge of the
Ventura County Municipal Court for
1977. Judge Love served as the first
presiding judge of the county-wide
consolidated municipal court in 1967
and was honored by his fellow jurists to
serve two consecutive terms for 1970
and 1971.
Fred Cooper '52 Alameda County
Supervisor since 1970 and president of
the board for the past two years, has
been appointed by his fellow super-
visors to serve on the Bay Area
Pollution Control District. He is also on
the Alameda County Transit Advisory
Commission and the Alameda County
Justice Planning Board.
James Downing '52 of the firm of
Walkup, Downing et al has been ap-
pointed to the Judiciary Committee of
the San Francisco Bar Association.
Judge John Racanelli '52, a Los Altos
resident and member of the Santa Clara
County Superior Court bench, was
named the Trial Court Judge of the
Year by the California Trial Lawyers
Association. The award is presented
annually by the 5,100 member
organization to an outstanding Califor-
nia trial judge. Congratulations!
Louis S. Katz '53 is the newly-elected
president of the California Attorneys
for Criminal Justice. Katz, a partner in
Gostin & Katz and a Certified Criminal
Law Specialist, is on the Board of
Directors of the National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers and is past
president of the San Diego Criminal
Defense Lawyers Club.
Robert Trimble '53, former district
attorney in Tehama County, was sworn
in on January 3rd as judge in the
Orland's justice court.
Andre Tolpegin '54, of Tolpegin &
Imai, has been elected president of the
Defense Seminar Association, an in-
surance trial attorneys association in
San Francisco.
Edward L. Cragen '55. San Francisco
Superior Court Judge, was honored
with a testamonial dinner held at the
Four Seas Restaurant, in recognition of
his second year on the bench. A rugged
individualist. the popular judge turned
down the city provided nameplate in
favor of a shellacked piece of driftwood
with his name branded thereon.
Bernard McCullough '56, District
Attorney of Hollister, Ca., has been
appointed judge of the new San Benito
County Justice Court. McCullough had
served as Dist. Atty since 1966. He
practiced law in San Francisco for nine
years and in San Jose for two years
before returning to his hometown.
Ollie Marie-Victoire '56, San
Francisco Municipal Judge, has been
elected to the Roman Catholic Arch-
diocesan Pastoral Council's Board of
Arbitration.
Joseph H. Radensky '57, Judge Pro
Tempore of North Orange County
Judicial District is currently a professor
in Remedies and Torts at Western State
University College of Law of Orange
County at Fullerton.
Gerald C. Sterns '59, formerly of
Walkup, Downing and Sterns, is now
associated with the newly formed firm
of Sterns. Bostwick & Tehin. Mr.
Sterns has specialized in plaintiff's
personal injury litigation since starting
his practice. In recent years, he has
developed an international reputation
in the field of Aviation crash litigation
and this year was elected to mem-
bership in the International Academy
of Trial Lawyers.
T he Six ties
John George '61 was elected to the
Alameda County Board of Supervisors.
George is a practicing attorney in
Oakland and a member of the Alameda
County Bar Association and the
California State Bar Association.
Nevada State Senator Richard H.
Bryan '63 served in the Assembly in the
1969 and 19'1 sessions and in the
Senate in the 1973 and 1975 sessions.
He is a member of the Legislative
Commission.
William Gibbs '63 was elected
Treasurer of the Alameda Contra Costa
Trial Lawyers Association for 1977.
Thomas L. Uniack '64, partner of
firm, announces Gianni & Uniack is
now a professional corporation in San
Francisco.
Mary Beth Taggert '64 is making her
first bid for elective office - a seat on
the San Anselmo School District.
Presently a volunteer for KQED-TV
and a volunteer art teacher, Taggert
formerly practiced with her husband,
S.F. tax attorney. William E. Taggert.
Roland K. Hall '64, former Santa
Cruz Municipal Judge, was appointed
to a new position on the Santa Cruz
County Superior Court by Governor
Brown in February.
H. Grieg Fowler '65, S.F. Attorney,
was elected Secretary of the California
Trial Lawyers Association this year.
The 5100-member bar filled its offices
by mail ballot this year, as a result of a
change in the association's by-laws,
instead of by balloting at its annual
convention.
Lawrence G. Antolini '65 has been
named Assistant District Attorney of
Sonoma County. Antolini, a veteran of
9 years with the County of Sonoma,
served six months with the Sonoma
County Public Defender prior to joining
the District Attorney's Office in 1967
J. Morrow Otis '66, a partner in the
law firm of Cotton, Seligman & Ray has
been serving on the Judiciary Com-
mittee of the San Francisco Bar
Association for two years andpresently
holds the office of chairperson.
Rod A. Briggs '66 has been appointed
Vice President and General Counsel for
Coldwell Banker & Co. (NYSE/PSE).
Rod supervises a legal staff of 14 at-
torneys in various states. One of the
staff attorneys is his brother. Ed Briggs,
Jr. '66, who is Regional Counsel for the
company in San Francisco.
Jerrold C. Schaefer '66, is now in
private practice representing public and
private employers in labor law and
equal employment opportunity law with
the firm of Corbett, Welden, Jane &
Berk in Oakland, California. Schaefer
was previously a supervisory attorney
with the National Labor Relations
Board and Deputy General Counsel of
the California Agricultural Labor
Relations Board.
David J. VanDam '66, of Bledsoe.
Smith, Cathcart, Boyd & Eliot, was
elected Secretary of the San Francisco
Defense Seminar Association for this
year. The Association comprises
representatives of the City's insurance
defense firms, and conducts monthly
meetings to discuss matters of common
interest in their field of practice.
J. Martin Obten '66 announces the
opening of his offices in the general
practice of law in New York City this
February.
Gary L. Effron '67, announces Hoag
& Lachner, has become associated with
that Century City. firm.
Carl V. Adams '67 has been named
Deputy District Attorney for Yuba
County, managing the Family Support
Division will be his main responsibility.
Dennis B. Alexander '67 wishes to
know if there are enough frozen Alumni
in Chicago to form a Hastings Chapter
(an outpost, even). He suggests they
could all get together and kick each
other for leaving Sunny California.
Ronald E. Mallen '67, a partner in
the law firm of Long & Levit, is editor
of " The Brief/Case" in San Francisco.
Michael H. Miller '67, has been
appointed City Attorney for the City of
Gardena, California effective last
December. Prior to this appointment he
was Deputy City Attorney for the City of
Huntington Beach for six years and a
City Prosecutor for Ahaheim, Califor-
nia for two years.
Ronald Harrington '67 has been
appointed to the Ventura City Council.
Harrington, former Planning Com-
missioner, is a partner in the Oxnard
law firm of Fairfield and Harrington.
Chris Stromsness '67, a Dunsmuir
attorney, was elected judge in Siskiyou
County. Judge Stromsness, who will sit
at the McCloud Justice Court, has a
private law practice specializing in
family law, real estate and business law.
James S. Bostwick '68 is a specialist
in plaintiff's personal injury litigation
and is associated with the firm of
Sterns, Bostwick and Tehin. Recently
Mr. Bostwick addressed the American
Obstetricians and Gynecologists
national convention and is a frequent
speaker at medical conventions ex-
plaining the plaintiff's position to the
doctors.
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Ronald A. Norman '68, a senior trial
attorney with the public defender's
office in San Jose, has been promoted to
assistant public defender of Santa Clara
County. Norman joined the public
defender's office in 1968.
Jim Jacki and Bob Belzer, both class
of '68, have formed the partnership of
Belzer & Jackl in Oakland.
Kenneth A. Wilson '68, who recently
relocated in Colusa, has taken a law
partner, Lee Duey '68 who was an
attorney and C.P.A. with Touche Ross
& Co., Oakland.
William M. Kelsay '68, assistant
District Attorney for Santa Cruz
County, has been appointed to a new
post on the Santa Cruz Municipal
Court bench.
Kenneth A. Wilson '68 moved this
January to new offices in Colusa.
Wilson came to Colusa in 1968. He was
associated with the law firm of Bailey &
Clark for two years. For the past year,
he has been a sole practitioner. He and
former classmate, Lee Duey '68, will
practice in the firm.
Michael Woods '68 and his two
brothers, John and Jerry. will keep it all
in the family. They plan to form a San
Francisco law firm Woods, Woods &
Woods.
Howard P Abelson '68 announces
the partnership of Bartke & Abelson, a
general practice law firm in Richmond.
William H. Du Bois '69 , is now a
partner in the Oakland firm Sullivan,
Nakahara & Du Bois.
Nicholas C. Holt '69 is Deputy
District Attorney for Siskiyou County.
Holt began his law career in Siskiyou as
a Public Defender. In 1973, he became
a Public defender for Sonoma County.
Missing the pleasures of Siskiyou,
however, he applied for the opening in
the D.A. 's staff. He was prosecutor in
three jury trials before he had a desk of
his own, as he was hired before an office
could be made ready for him. Hastings
and Yreka congratulate D. A. Holt on
the acquisition of his own desk!
Robert L. Fletcher Jr. '69 is attorney
for the San Francisco Tax Collector.
Classmates, well-wishers, etc., may see
him at City Hall.
Western State University College of
Law of Orange County in Fullerton,
CA. seems to be a popular place for
some of our grads. There this semester
are William Garman '62, teaching
Family Law and Torts. Thomas N.
Thrasher '64, teaching Property, David
J. Pantoja '66, Deputy District Attorney
of L.A. county teaching Criminal Law
and Conflicts of Law and William S.
Hunter '69, teaching Property and
Secured Transactions. Naturally, these
are the makings of a great faculty!
The Seventies
Jerry Hermansen '70, resigned last
month as deputy District Attorney of
Butte county to set up private practice
with another associate deputy DA, Jim
Thompson. They will associate in a law
firm to be located in Oroville.
Edward E. Kadel '70 is the new
Manager of Employer relations and
Organization for Chevron Chemical
Company, Fibers Division. Formerly,
he was Labor Relations Counsel for
Standard Oil Corporation of California.
Thomas L. Roehr '70, a Public
Defender in Sacramento, was married
to Mary Jean Bridges at Westminister
Presbyterian Church in Sacramento as
Scottish bagpipers piped strains of the
wedding march.
Jeffrey S. McCabe '70 recently
became a member of the law depart-
ment of the Quaker Oats Co. - serving
as division counsel for the Magic Pan, a
chain that operates 61 restaurants.
Frederick W. Montgomery '70 an-
nounces the partnership of Fell,
Goodwin, Marking. Abkin & Mont-
gomery in Santa Barbara.
B. Palmer Riedel '70, formerly Sr.
Trial Atty. and House Counsel for the
Home Insurance Companies. announce
Golden Stefan & Ellengerg, has become
an associate member of the Oakland
firm.
Jack E. Ferguson '70 is now a member
of the San Francisco law firm Orrick,
Herrington, Rowley & Sutcliffe.
M. Michael LaPlaca '70 announces
the opening of offices for the general
practice of law at the Federal Bar
Building, in Washington, D.C.
Thomas G. Smith '71 of Sterns.
Bostwick and Tehin is a specialist in the
analysis and preparation of major air
crash litigation. He is a member of the
Attorney-Pilots Bar Association and the
Society of Air Safety Investigators.
Donald F Drummond '71, of
O'Gara & McGuire, is a class A winner
. . . in the Barristers' Club Tennis
Tournament. Singles Division, that is!
Michael B. Price '71, of Schwartz &
Lane, and John S. Warnlof '72, of
Bledsoe, Smith, Cathcart, Boyd &
Eliot, were also winners in Doubles
Division. They and their partners were
runners-up in Class A (Price) and Class
C (Warnlof).
James R. Arnold '71 has been ap-
pointed a Vice-Chairman of the Hard
Minerals Committee of the American-
Bar Association. Arnold is with the
Lands & Natural Division of the U.S.
Dept. of Justice in Washington. D.C.
Walter McGuire '71, former Chief
Aide to California's Lieutenant
Governor, has become Associate Dean
at Hastings to head up the Law Center
Foundation. Welcome back Wally!
Jamie Sutton '71, partner in the firm
of Sutton & Needham, was one of seven
San Francisco attorneys who received
the Bar's Award of Merit at the annual
luncheon of the S.F Bar Assn. Sutton is
a former Peace Corps volunteer and is
active in the Barristers, a young lawyer
contingent of the Bar Association.
Morris R. Lynn, Jr. '71 became a
partner in the San Diego law firm
Peterson, Gamer, Amons. Branton &
Price.
William D. McCann '71, San
Francisco attorney, is involved in a
"land mark" case in Sacramento for a
town of mostly senior citizens who face
eviction from their homes and land
bought in the 1950's. McCann opines
that a new U.S. Supreme Court
decision (reached while the town
squatter case was in progress) will mean
that state law, not federal will be used
to decide "accretion" cases such as this.
Paul D. Supnik '71, announces the
opening of offices for the general
practice of law in Beverly Hills.
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They didn't throw rice at the January
15th wedding of William R. Galstan '72,
longtime Tribune newsman and former
deputy city attorney for Pacifica, and
Susan Ann Lenters of San Leandro.
Instead, each guest received a small
packet of bird seed. The seed was
requested by Susan and her pastor, in
the interest of world hunger.
Congrats to the Gary Spradlings '72
for unto them a son, Ryan Michael, was
born on December 31, 1976!
Hanford attorney, Robert K. Behrens
'72, of the firm of Sharp, Maroot,
Behrens & Buckley heads the Kings
County Bar Association for 1977.
Behrens has been in practice there for
four years. Hail to the new President of
Kings!
Judith L. Edson '72 of Eureka has
been elected Governor of District One
for the California Women Lawyers. Her
district includes the Northern third of
California. Shortly after arriving in
Eureka. Edson helped to form the
North Country Medical Clinic, the new
North Coast chapter of NOW, and
founded the North Coast Women's
Center. Edson currently teaches a
Women's Rights Class at Humboldt
State.
Robert W. Eisfelder '72 is engaged in
trial practice with the Los Angeles law
firm Meserve, Mumper & Hughes.
Nikolai Tehin, Jr. '72 is a plaintiff's
personal injury litigation specialist
associated with the firm of Sterns,
Bostwick and Tehin.
Carl Williams '73, former chief of
Rehabilitation in the Oakland Office of
Community Development, and coor-
dinator of the Oak Center Project, has
been named head of Community
Development in San Francisco.
Williams was appointed by another
alumnus, George Moscone '56.
Weddings bells are in the near future
for Frank J. Noll '73, and Lenor Robles,
a court clerk for Monterey County.
Alicia Navar Noyola '73, counsel for
United States Leasing International,
was reelected for a one year term to the
board of directors of the Barristers Club
of San Francisco.
Gregory J. Jacobs '73 is presently
employed by the Sonoma County
District Attorney in Santa Rosa.
George A. Spadoro, Jr. '73, formerly
of Sullivan & Cromwell, has joined the
Teleprompter Corp., New York City, as
Assistant General Counsel.
Angelo J. Costanza '73 announces
the opening of his office in Moraga.
Donald L. Vance '74 became a
partner in the law firm of Mitchell &
Vance based in Modesto.
Congratulations to James Line '74
and his new bride Linda. Jim was
married in February and is currently
practicing with the firm of Conn, Hicks
and Spain in Visalia, California.
Last winter marked the beginning of
the new career for '74 grad Steven
Nord. Nord, who for the last two years
was a staff attorney with the San
Francisco Redevelopment Agency, has
been hired by the City Council of
Sunnyvale as deputy city attorney.
Charles Lamont '74 is now
established in the firm of Kithas and
Lamont in San Francisco. The firm is
concentrating in the field of antitrust
and business litigation.
William G. Van der Mei '74, is
completing his first term as president of
the Visalia Jaycees. Van der Mei is now
in his third year of practice with the
firm of Crowe, Mitchell & Crowe.
Christopher C. Gautschi '74,
associate with the Santa Barbara law
firm of Jerome Zamos, specialists in
real estate and environmental law, is
conducting impact litigation to stop the
development of the University of Santa
Barbara in violation of the
CEQA/Coast Act. The firm recently
moved to Goleta, where it has obtained
solar heated offices.
Mary C. Anderson '74, wife and
mother, has been Writ Clerk of the
California Court of Appeals, Division 4,
since 1974.
David P. Steiner '74, cofounder of
the Hastings Constitutional Law
Quarterly, announces the opening of
his law office in Beverly Hills. He is
planning to specialize in litigation of
entertainment related matters, as well
as working on pro bono constitutional
actions.
Thomas F. Stimson '74 has recently
associated with the law firm of Munch.
Styles & Benson of Oakland.
Michael W. Perna '74 and Joel E.
Marsh '75, (who will continue teaching
at Golden Gate Law School) have
formed a S.F. law partnership. Marsh
was formerly with the Office of the
General Counsel of the Agricultural
Labor Relations Board.
Douglas G. Carnahan '75, an-
nounces the Woodland Hills, Ca. law
partnership of Carnahan & Freeman.
Sharon L. Gordon '75, Deputy Public
Defender of Monterey County, has
moved to the Court House in Salinas.
Candace C. Davenport '75 an-
nounces the relocation of her offices in
San Francisco. We also welcome Candy
to the adjunct faculty of Hastings.
Ann McFarland Draper '75 has
relocated her offices in San Francisco.
Thomas X. Schiff '75 has recently
become associated with the Department
of the Navy, Military Sealift Com-
mand/Pacific at the Naval Supply
Center in Oakland. He joins Ronald L.
Shingler '70, as Assistant Counsel, and
will be involved in contract negotiations
and settlements of maritime matters.
George F. Butterworth '75 is one of
four newly appointed investigators for
the city of San Francisco. Here's
looking at you, George!
Two Hastings grads have joined
forces and established their own law
firm. Ellen York '75 and her sister Jane
York '76 have taken over a third
generation law practice in their native
city of Napa. The daughters of
Municipal Court Judge David York
agree that the only real limitation they
have is due to their name rather than
their sex - they can't work in the same
courtroom where their dad presides.
We wish you both great success!!!
Lt. Bruce J. Janigian '75 is currently
the Head Defense Counsel, Spain, at
U.S. Naval Legal Service Branch Office
in Rota, Spain. Bruce was the former
director of the Hastings Research Serv-
ices. Bruce advises that if you are going
to be in Rota, Spain during the next
year, please stop in and say hello!
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Elizabeth W. Walker '75 of Sterns,
Bostwick and Tehin spent the last year
in England making videotapes of the
families of the Paris Air Disaster vic-
tims for use in Federal Court.
Terrel J. Mason '76 of Tiburon has
joined the San Rafael law firm of
Nelson, Boyd, MacDonald & Tarrant
as an associate. He had been a law clerk
at the firm for the past two years.
Craig Alan Smith '76 is currently
working as a deputy District Attorney
in Santa Barbara County.
'76er Michael C. Koski, now in Fort
Lee, Virginia, is commissioned as a
captain in the Army Judge Advocate
General's Corp. By the time you read
this Michael will have been wed to
Susan Elaine Reed of Corona del Mar
and all we can say is Congratulations!
Dan Cook '76 recent Bar admittee,
has accepted a law clerkship with
Federal Judge William Swigert of San
Francisco. Cook published an article in
the Spring 1975 issue of the Con-
sititutional Law Quarterly on electronic
surveillance.
Scott Browne '76 has accepted the
position of Deputy County Counsel in
Nevada County for the Nevada County
Planning Commission. The former
county investigator for building,
zoning, and health code violations,
Browne says he will continue those
duties along with the present ones he
has as a new associate with the law firm
of Todd & Bishop, a Grass Valley firm.
Meinert Toberer '76 has already
made a name for himself as an in-
novator. Toberer took over ad-
ministration of the Tiburon Hilarita
housing complex in August 1976, and
immediately began to change the at-
titude of the resident population to
become an integral part of the com-
munity. Hastings wishes him well.
Bruce Palmer '76 will be associated
with the law firm of Palmer, Brund-
storm and Duckworth in Novato.
H. Renton Rolph '76, former law
clerk to California Supreme Court
Chief Justice Donald Wright, taught
Legal Writing & Research at Hastings
this year. Rolph will now be joining the
San Francisco law firm of Lillick,
McHose & Charles.
Carol Hamilton '76, who was sworn
into the California State Bar on
December 22, 1976, has been ap-
pointed Los Angeles Deputy City At-
torney as of December 31, 1976.
Hamilton was recently assigned to the
Traffic Division of the City Attorney's
Office, and has completed an intensive
training program designed to instruct
new lawyers in trial tactics, police
procedures and municipal law.
Hamilton wrote for the Constitutional
Law Quarterly while at Hastings.
Michael C. McMahon '76 is
associated with the Los Angeles law
firm of Spray, Gould & Bowers, a
professional corporation.
Stephen Barbose '76 became an
associate in the Santa Rosa law firm of
Murphy, Browncomb, Keegan, Kenny
& Rundell, the firm in which he had
clerked.
Michael A. Kelly '76 has lots of
happy news to report. While awaiting
the Bar results, they welcomed their
second child, Sean Patrick. After the
good word from the Bar Examiners, he
joined the S.F. (and Hastings Alumni)
partnership of Sutton & Needham. The
firm is now at five attorneys, three of
whom are alums.
William G. Tiffany '76, returning to
his "ole stomping grounds", Hollister,
has been named Deputy District At-
torney for San Benito County.
Lynn Cutler '76, recent Bar Ad-
mittee, has joined the Mendocino
County district Attorney's Office to
handle juvenile matters. The position
was created by the board of supervisors
to implement Assembly Bill 3121,
which requires greater participation by
the DA's office in juvenile court
proceedings. Cutler was a law clerk in
the juvenile division of the Contra Costa
County D.A. 's office last spring.
NOW
Here on campus wedding bells
chimed last December for Michael
Bayard '79 who had the fortunate
experience of marrying Randy Jane
Thomas of Sanger, California. We wish
you all the best!!!
In our last issue we told you about
our great National Moot Court com-
petitors. Well, last December, David
Levy, Ann Steinbrugge and Stephen
Wagstaffe, all '77 grads went to New
York City to compete against 25 other
schools in the Final Moot Court
Competition. Chosen from 200 com-
peting schools from throughout the
United States, the Hastings team
placed 9th over all in the competition
and we think that is GREAT!!!
Patty Racicot '78. is thrilled beyond
belief. The second year student will be
studying at the University of Paris Law
School next year, courtesy of the rotary
Foundation of Rotary International. All
expenses - books, tuition, food,
lodging, language instruction will be
paid for by the scholarship. Racicot,
who studied in Germany during her
undergraduate career, will return
trilingual, a year later, with a head start
on her chosen profession in in-
ternational law, and a new member of
the Class of '79. Bon chance!
James Bell '78, an Executive Board
Member of Hastings Black Law
Students Association, was a panelist at
a conference of over 400 students in a
statewide meeting to organize op-
position to the Bakke decision (which
held special admissions programs in
state supported graduate schools
unconsititutional). The Conference
composed primarily of Third World
and women students determined that
the real parties in interest in that case
were those generally recognized as
"minorities".
Governor Edmund G. Brown has
appointed Liza Bercovici '78 as one of
the 60 public members of the State
Pharmacy Board. The Pharmacy Board
is composed of ten members, seven of
whom are registered pharmacists. They
regulate the 20,000 member pharmacy
profession in California and administer
and enforce federal and state laws
regarding drugs, medical devices and
the licensing of pharmacies. Liza
Bercovici feels that the Pharmacy
Board is probably one of the most
interesting of the regulatory boards. It
is currently engaged in enforcing the
new prescription price poster law and it
is stepping up its investigations into and
monitoring of illegal drug diversions by
pharmacists or by physicians. She
attends monthly regional and state-
wide meetings.
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Groups
and Conferences
A series of Saturday seminars was
launched by the Barristers' Club on
January 22nd with the panel discussion,
"Contemporary Problems In Family
Law". The topics included the rights of
co-habiting partners since the
California Supreme Court's decision in
Marvin v. Marvin. Suzie Thorne '58,
Sandra Blair '73 and Isabella Grant,
adjunct Faculty Member, were par-
ticipants.
"Tort Reform - Is There A Need?",
a seminar sponsored by the Risk and
Insurance Management Society, Inc.,
of New York, February 8th, featured
Robert C. Gebhardt, '70 of Bronson,
Bronson & McKinnon, presenting the
viewpoint of industry at that all-day
meeting on product liability.
"Consumer Credit 1977 - Current
Developments And Trends" was the
topic of a seminar sponsored by the
Practicing Law Institute, N.Y.C. The
seminar covered two major develop-
ments in consumer credit: new federal
regulations against discrimination, and
the Electronic Funds Transfer System.
L. Richard Fishcher '70, of Morrison &
Forester, was a guest speaker at the
conference held February 10-11, in San
Francisco.
"Community Forum On Pre-Trial
Release", a conference held at Hastings
on February 12th, featured William M.
Bennet '43. The conference examined
O.R., and other release processes, bail,
and preventative detention.
On the same day, February 12th, the
Criminal Trial Lawyers Association of
Northern Calif. also held a seminar at
Hastings. This seminar on the new
Uniform Determinate Sentencing Act
had Frederick D. Smith '54, Chief
Attorney Courts, San Francisco Public
Defender and member of the California
Judicial Council Sentencing Practices
Advisory Committee, as guest speaker.
'Are The Streets Safe, And If Not,
Why?" was a panel discussion on street
safety sponsored by the San Francisco
B'nai B'rith on February 15th. San
Francisco Superior Court Judge,
Morton Colvin '49 was a panelist.
The Barristers' Club of San Fran-
cisco sponsored a "Bridge the Gap"
program at Hastings College of the
Law, January 15th and 22nd. The
program is designed to help new bar
admittees to adjust to the practical
aspects of the law. Craig Needham and
Jamie Sutton, both class of '71, were
lecturers on "The Economics Of
Starting And Running A Small Law
Office."
L. Allan Songstad, Jr. '70 was a
speaker at the C.E.B.'s new program
"Advising and Defending Corporate
Officers and Directors Under The New
General Corporation Law" held in
Palm Springs, Saturday March 26th.
Songstad is with the Los Angeles firm,
Meserve, Mumper & Hughes.
John W. Herron '38, partner in
Herron & Watson, was guest lecturer in
Kansas City for the Kansas Trial
Lawyers Association's Crown Center IV
Seminar. His topic was "The Goose
That Laid The Golden Eggs", a study
of personal injury litigation of Allen
Toole v. Richardson Merrill Drug Co.,
in which plaintiff after taking
prescribed drugs, developed cataracts.
Herron's law firm a professional cor-
poration, specializes in the trial of
personal injury, products liability, and
medical malpractice.
In Memoriam
Frances Chargin Torelli '31, a judge
for the State Industrial Accident
Commission for 35 years, died on
December 9, 1976. Mrs. Torelli, who
helped pioneer the entrance of women
into the legal profession, was in 1933
the only woman out of 132 practicing
lawyers in Santa Clara County. During
her 35-year tenure as a judge she set a
number of benchmarks including
authorship of a book on comparative
taxation for the State Board of
Equalization. A native of San Jose,
Frances Torelli graduated from San
Since her retirement in 1971, she had
been active in volunteer legal aid ac-
tivities. It is interesting to note that
Frances Torelli was a member of the
well-known Chargin family of
California who can boast of over 25
cousins who were or are practicing
attorneys!
Bert W. Hirschberg '35, well-known
San Francisco attorney, died February
26, 1977 at his home. The native San
Franciscan served in the S.F. District
Attorney's Office during the 1940's and
early 1950's. He later formed an
association with James M. MacInnis.
Since 1970, he was associated with the
San Francisco law firm of Hamilton,
King & Keegan. He had been retired
several years at the time of his death.
Herbert Pothier '35, died February
22, 1977. A member of the firm of Cerf,
Robinson & Leland, attorney for the
War Labor Board and Alien Property
Custodian during World War II, was
an advisor to many young lawyers
during his teaching years at Golden
Gate College of the Law.
Charles P Molinari '36, December
29, 1976; brother of John B. Molinari,
Presiding Justice of the First District
Court of Appeal, Division One; a
partner in the firm of Molinari,
Casalnuovo & Berger, was a member of
the Lawyers Club of S.F., the Olympic
Club, and the Italian American Club.
Justis McMahon '39, was a member
of the State Bar of California and died
in San Francisco, which was the city of
his residence on November 18, 1976.
Yvonne Hannon '65, February 23,
1977; member of the Fort Bragg law
firm of Hannon, Hannon & Goodman.
She served as a deputy district attorney
in Oakland and San Leandro from 1966
to 1973 and became city attorney for
Fort Bragg. She subsequently served as
public defender under contract with the
Ten-Mile Judicial District.
Jose Jr. College and without receiving a
bachelor's degree, proceeded directly to
Hastings at the age of 22. Even while
she served as judge for the Commission,
Mrs. Torelli went on to earn her
medical degree from the University of
Southern California School of
Medicine.
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